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The ABA On-line Services
Investigation
Kaaren Koomen summaHsesthe findings and recommendations of the Australian
Authorlty’s ~eport on regulating on-line services.
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lhe Internet and other on-line

services provide the infms~ucture
for communications
and
information services used by
millions of individuals and organisations
around the world. The connection of
networks of computers makes possible
the exchangeof ideas and informationin
a mannernot possible via traditional
electronic andprint media,resulting in an
astoundingdiversity of content.
These networks are not centrally
controlled or ownedand the functions
performed by the participants in the
on-line environment
are not as fixed as in
existing publications and broadcasting
models. Most significantly, any person
can create material and makeit available
on-line.
Terms of Reference
Withthe growthin the use of on-line
services as a new communications
medium, community concerns were
raised about the content of someof theso
services. Of particular concern was the
perceived ease of access to material
which may be ’offensive’ or harmful.
Respondingto this cotw.em,the Federal
Minister for Communicationsand the
Arts directed the ABAto conduct an
investigationinto:
¯

the content of on-line information
and entertainment
services,
including services on the Intemet,
and to consider the appropriateness
of developing codes of practice for
on-line services which, as far as
possible, are in accordance with
communitystandards.
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¯ technological advances and service
trends in the provision of on-line
information and entertainment
services by the broadcasting
industry; and
¯

the extent to whichthese services are
accommodatedby the Broadcasting
ServicesAct 1992(’the Act).

In conducting the investigation the
ABA placed a high priority
on
understanding the technology and
services underpinning the Intemet, and
the mannerin whichon-line services axe
being introduced into homesand schools.
The ABAsought to ensure that any
proposals for the development of a
regulatory framework for on-line
services are practical and appropriate to
the on-line environment and addressed
identifiable communityneeds.
To achieve this the ABAconsulted
widelywith representatives of the on-line
community, including on-line service
providers, content providers and users,
businesses, government departments,
academics, educational and community
organisations and individuals.
The Investigation also developed a
strategy aimed to increase public
awarenessof the project and disseminate
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informationabout the Investigation. This
included establishing a Website and an
email address.
(The ABA’s Web
addressis:
http://wwec,dca.gov,au/ab~ffhpeov,htm.
Its email address is online@aba.gov.au)
In December1995 the ABAreleased
an Issues Paper whichsought to-provide
a basis for interested parties to make
submissionsto the Investigation. At the
close of submissions 219 formal
submissions were received by the ABA,
manyof whichwere received on-line.
The On-Line Services Report
On1 July 1996the ABA
delivered its
Report to the Minister
for
Communicationsand the Arts, Senator
Richard Alston. The report was publicly
releasedon 5 July 1996.TheReporttotals
212pages and is available at the ABA’s
Webpage or from the ABA’sSydney
office. Outlined below axe someof the
key findings and recommendations."
MAIN FINDINGS
The nature of on-line services
TheInvestigation into the Contentof
On-LineServices identified the range
and nature of on-line services available
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now, and those anticipated
in the
foreseeable future. Existing services
included
the world wide web,
newsgroupsand Interact Relay Chat, to
namea few. The ABAalso found that as
technology converges and services are
accessible on a number of hardware
platforms, the demarcation between
services whichare currently delivered on
personal computers as opposed to
televisionsets andradios is likely to fade.
Significantly,
the ABAfound
overwhetn~g support in the community
for on-line services and for the
opportunities tbey present for enhanced
communication,
information
and
entertainment.
The ABAacknowledgedthat services
available on-line may be intended for
both public and private commfinications.
The ABAtook the view that essentially
private communications,such as e-mail,
should be exempt from any new
regulator~ regime.
Where on-line services deliver
content whichis in the form of television
and radio programs delivered in ’real
time’ the ABAfound that these mayfall
within the regime applicable to services
under the Broadcasting Services Act
1992 ("the Act"). However, .the ABA
found that the majority of on-line
services are not accommodatedby the
Act.
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The Nature of Content on-Line
As a source of content, the ABA
foundthat on-line services offer users an
unprecedentedlevel of variety, as well as
quantity, of informationfrom all over the
word.
The ABA’sinvestigation into the
presence of material which would be
refused classification under the current
National
Classification
Code
("objectionable material") confirmed
that it is availableandthat this is a matter
of serious concern. However, the ABA
also found that the chance of being
involuntarily exposedto such material is
low.
In relation to material whichwouldbe
restricted to adults under the National
Classification
Code ("unsuitable
material") the ABAfound that this can
be moreeasily located, particularly by the
motivated searcher,
but is often
accompanied by warnings and/or
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requires the provision of credit card or
other details.
The ABAinvestigation identified a
range of community concerns about
on-line services which will need to be
addressed by the on-line communityff
these new services are to be used in the
most pmductiv~ and effective manner.
The concerns identified went beyond
concerns about objectionable
and
unsuitable matedal and included other
content issues such as the potential for
vilification,
discrimination
and
harassment, and consumerissues such as
standards of service, billing and credit
management,and privacy.

The ABArecognises that on-line
services are a global phenomenon,
however,the ABA
believes that there is
muchthat codes of practice can achieve
in the domesticarena.

MAIN

RECOMMENDATIONS

A Self-Regulatory Regimefor On-Line
Sen’ices
The ABAconsiders that codes of
practice, developed within a self
regulatory framework,wouldfacilitate
the productiveuse of on-line services by
the Australian community.
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It has recommendedthat industry
codes of practice should be developedby
on-line service providers. This emerging
industry gmup provides an impoaant
intermediary function in the an-line
enviromnent and can achieve much in
terms of finding practical and workable
solutions
to address community
concerns. The main elements of the
proposed regulatory frameworkare:
the identification of matters which
should be included in codes of
practice for service providers, which
provide appropriate community
safeguards, including complaints
handling pmcedures;
the registration by the ABAof such
codes of practice, developed by
service providers after a process of
public consultation; and

the measures which service
providerscan take in relation to this
material are limited.
Information for users and contem
pro’alders on legislation which may
be relevant in an on-line envirenment
The ABArecognises that one of the
compellingfeatures of on-line services is
that it pmvidesthe opportunity for many
individuals to communicateand make
centent available to others in a waywhich
has not been previously possible. The
ABAalso recognises that, unlike
traditional
media outlets who are
accustomedto obtairfing legal advice in
respect of providing content, many
participants in the on-line communitydo
not have this samelevel of knowledgeof
the laws which mayapply to them.

The ABAidentified
a range of
matters whichservice providers will need
to address in the codesof practice. These
include:

Accordingly,
the ABA has
reconunendedthat codes of practice play
an educative role by including some
information
about the laws of
defamation,
copyright,
and any
vilification
or criminal offence
provisions
which may be relevant
on-line. However,this is not intended to
render a service provider liable for any
breach of civil or criminal laws for which
it wouldnot othenvise be liable.

¯

¯

the monitoring of the codes of
practice, and their effectiveness, by
the ABA.
Codesof Practice

Age Verification Procedures
In relation to unsuitable material the
ABAhas recommendedthat service
providersinclude in codesof practice
reasonable
age verification
procedures which aim to limit the
holding of an openon-line account to
persons over the age of 18. This aims
to prevent children’s access to open
on-line services without someadult
supervision.

It should be noled that this does not
seek to impose on service providers an
obligation to guarantee that potential
accountholders are over the age of 18 but
seeks to encourage the adoption of
reasonable steps which aim to achieve
this result. Appropriate exemptionsfor
educational institutions has also been
recommended.
Reasonable Procedures to deal with
objectionable material
The ABAhas recommended that
service providers include in codes of
practice any practical steps which
can be taken in respect
of
objectionablematerial oncea service
provider is been madeaware of that
material.
The ABArecognises
howeverthat in somecircumstances
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ConsumerIssues
The ABAhas also recommended
that a number of consumer issues
should be addressed by codes of
practice, such as billing, support
services,
privacy and credit
management. The ABAtook the
viewthat if appropriate practices and
safeguards are introduced for these
matters then Australians will be
encouraged to pursue the benefits
offered by on-line services with
greater confidence. The adoption of
such consumer safeguards may also
make the services offered by
Australian service providers more
attractive in the international
marketplace.

Criminal Offence Provisions
At the time of writing its Final Report
the ABA was aware of moves to
introduce specific criminal offence
provisions for on-line services. These
related to objectionable material and the
makingavailable to minors of material
which may be unsuitable for them. The
modelcriminal offence provisions which
had been drafted for the State and
Territory Censorship Mimsters referred
to a numberof defeaces which would be
available to a service provider in a

prosecution. These include compliance
with an applicable industry code of
practice. The ABA
took the view that any
codes of practice refened to in the model
criminal offence previsions should be the
same codes which are registered by the
ABAto ensure that the codes operate us
part of a co-ordinated regulatory and
eaforeement strategy applicable to the
on-line indusmy.

A Labelling Schemefor On-LineServices
In considering strategies to limit
children’s access to material which is
unsuitable for them the ABArecognises
the difficulties in attempting to apply
on-line the existing classification models
for television, films, videos and other
publications. In the ABA’sview a new
approachto limiting children’s access is
required.
Many submissions advised that
available filter software products,
combined with parental supervision
could provide parents and other
supervisors with a degree of control over
childrens use of on-line services.
However, filter software can restrict
access to an amountof valuable material
and does not allow for the consistent
application of Australian community
standards and cultural values.
Recent developments with content
and selection sofiware have provided the
technology for labelling of on-line
material. This technology is called the
Platform for Internet Content Selection
(PICS)and, although emerginglate in the
investigation, it has strong suppor~from
the industry and on-line community.
PICS is an Intemet Protocol which can
support the labelling of Intemet Content.
PICSitself is value neutral and does not
establish the labelling standards.
However, it does provide
the
infrastructure for others to label content.
Labelling can be applied directly by
content providers when creating and
distributing material on the Intemet or it
can be applied by a third party in
accordancewith an established labelling
system. Oncematerial has been labelled,
any PICScompatible selection software
or browsercan read the labels. This will
empowerusers to choose which types of
labelled matetial they wish to view and
which types of material they wish to
block. For example, a user may wish to
block out any lnternet matetial whichhas
beenlabelled in a wayto indicate that it
contains violent material.
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It is likely that different labelling
schemes will develop world wide to
reflect different community
and cultural
values.
The PICS system gives AusWaliathe
opportunity to develop a labelling
scheme for on-line content which
incorporates Australian community
values and standards. To this end the
ABAhas ~commendedthat it convene
an On-line Labelling TaskForce, with all
relevant parties, including the Office of
Film and Literatme Classification and the
on-fine indusmyto develop a labelfing
system which can be used by Australian
content providers and consumers. The
ABAalso recommends that AustraLia

participate in the PICS development
process in the international arena, and
collaboratewith relevant exert bodies to
maximise Australian
labelling
consistency with overseas ratings
schemes.
Other Recommendations
The Report makes a number of
recommendationswhich seek to promote
the productive use of on-fine services in
Australia and encourage the development
of Anstralian content on-line. The ABA
has also recognised that community
understanding of on-line services, codes
of practice and the implementation of
labelling schemeswill be critical to their

success and has recommended that a
co-operative approach to community
education by govenunent, indns~ and
consumergroups be adopted.
In view of the dynamic nature of
on-line services the ABAhas also noted
the need to monitor developments to
ensure that the proposed regulatory
regime remains effective and appropriate
and encourages the productive use of
on-line services in Australia.
Kaaren Koomen is the Manager,
On-Line Services Investigation, at the
Australian BroadcastingAuthority.

Satellites.
the Information
Superskyway?
Chris Deacon argues that the role for satellites
be under-estimated.
t is well acceptednewthat satellites
can play a unique role in a numberof

I
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SCenarios.

For example, satellites are often
appropriate for rural or remote regions
that are poorly served by existing
terrestrial
fixed wired or wireless
technology, or mobilecellular. Theyare
particularly well suited to point to
multi-point (and vice versa) applications
where manyusers are widely dispersed
and for mobileand fixed users requiring
reliable services without geographic or
terrain restrictions.
Despite initial skepticism, satellites
have now become a widely accepted
vehicle to provide virtually "instant"
networks for business and entertainment
broadcasting applications, including
direct to private homes.In manyrespects,
Australia led the way with its outback
Homestead
and Community
BroadcastingSatellite Service that began
on the AUSSAT
system a decade ago.
But satellites are often forgotten when
it comes to debate about the so-called
"information superhighway."
The
puq~oseof this article is to shed some
light on recent developmenlsthat could
lead to satellites providing broadband
"infounation skyways" direct to homes
and businesses spanning the globe. This
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in the global infor~nation infrastructure

mayactually happen before muchof the
worid’s population gets within cooee of
terrestrial fibre.
Although it would not seem
immediatelyobvious in Australia now, a
quiet revolution is taking place in the
satellite
communications industry
worldwide. Apart from the range of new
creative ventures and changing business
support relationships that have emerged
recently, there is an increasing awareness
of satellite
system solutions. More
bandwidth is being made accessible by
more people in more places than ever
before.
Apart from the new generation of
global mobile personal corrtmunication
satellite
systems (such as Iridium,
Globalstar and Odyssey) which promise
to support levels of mobility ranging
from local to global, new satellites are
presently being designed to be capable of
the advancedfeatures of fibre and wired
networks, and more. These systems avoid
the extensive terrestrial infrastructure
associated with cables. They are capable
of providing ubiquitous coverage the day
they are brought on stream and will bring
broadband services associated with high
capacityoptical fibre to users at a fraction
of the cost and in far less time. Someare
proposedto be in place by the end of this
decade.

should not

By contrast,
attempts to bring
interactive broadband services to the
homevia fibre are only just begimting.In
many countries, access will not be
available to manyareas until well into the
next century at estimated costs of
hundredsof billions of dollars.
The Information
Superhighway
The "Information Superhighway"
concept ermneously suggests a concept
that is purely land-based, such as fibre.
Satellites, however,are already playing a
major role in the global information
infrastracture and are destined to play an
even greater role in future. There are
several reasons whyI believe this will
happen.
First, they will play an increasingly
important, complementary role to
terrestrial fibre and wireless deliver’
systems. Secondly, it seems likely that
they will be able to fulfil universal access
policies. Importantly,satellites are acting
as a catalyst to reduce, if not eliminate,
the historic barriers betweenthe different
segments of the communicationssupply
industry and many of the traditional
regulatory barriers that have restrained
the development of competitive
international telecommunications.
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Finally, the satellite industry is
experiencing unprecedented growth,
particularly in the Asia-Pacific region.
Someindusu7 predictions suggest up to
300 new commercial geostationary
satellites will be launched worldwide
between now and the year 2000. This
represents hundreds of billions of
investment dollars, and that does not
include the two hundred or so medium
and lowearth orbiting satellites that are
also expected to be deployed by then.
Hughes, the largest manufacturer of
commercial
satellites, believes it will be
more like a ’wireless expressway’.
Ninety-five satellites have been ordered
or are expected to be ordered for
Asia-Pacific region alone, representing
some US$10Bworth of business.
Whetherall these systems makeit to
orbit, or successfully reach their market
niche, remainsto be seen, but I, for one,
plan to be watchingclosely.
Intemet - a key driver
Whatis causingthis rush to orbit that
some have compared to the great
OklahomaLand Rush of the 1800s? It is
not surprising that manyof the industu¢
drivers for these newsystemsare similar
to the Intemet model, i.e. personal and
direct communicationwith individuals,
being madepossible by similar advances
in digital electroalcs that have madethe
exponential rise in affordable, personal
computing possible. The exploding

From~ held sa’ellite

interest in lntemet, and in particular the
potential
of the World Wide Web,
indicate that people want to interact with
data, still images, soundand full-speed
video.
And now, introducing the
Information
Superskyway
If only a few of the current new
satellite technology proposals succeed,
there will be a significant increase in
telecommunications capacity in space
over Australia by early next century. This
will support awiderange of services from
low speed data to broadband to the
desktop to millions of nsers, on demand,
worldwide.
No doubt this will happen
irrespective of whetherAnstmlianparties
decide to becomeinvolved or not.
Although a couple of the original
proposals for global mobile personal
communications satellite
(GMPCS)
voice services are in financial difllculty,
several have nowdeveloped beyond the
concept stage and have attracted
worldwide attention and substantial
investments, despite initial industry
doubts. Iridium has its satellites under
construction now and will commence
launchingthemlater this year. Similarly,
Globalstar and ICO-Global seem well
advanced. Odysseyplans to announceits
investors soon. Theyhave been joined by
several ambitious regional mobile

phoneto ~ire~ess inforrmtion supersky~ey

geostationarysatellite proposals such as
APMT, ACES, Afro-Asian
and
Satphone. Several of these systems have
investors and industrial partners with
impeccablecredentials and will probably
succeed. Twoway global low-speed data
messaging and tracking has already
begun with systems such as Orbcomm
and GE Starsys implementing large
constellations of satellites over the next
three years.
The new round of global and regional
broadband systems has generated even
more frantic attention in intemationnl
regulatory circles, driven by the needfor
additional global spectrumto be assigned
to these systems. These systems promise
to extend the concept of any person,
anytime, anywhere communications -the goal of the GMPCS
- to broadband
communicationsin the fixed satellite
service.
Ka-bandhas been identified as having
the most suitable characteristics for
providing interactive high speed data to
small (66cm and larger), low cost
terminals as it permits higher maximum
data rotes (of several Gbps)than C orKu
band. It is probably more sensible to
describe these systems as multimedia
satellite systems as service data rotes
typically from 16kBps to 8Mbps(and
higher) are planned. Broadbandsatellites
will allow symmetric and asymmetric
data communications; depending on the
customer application and antenna size,
this will support a broad range of
applications.
Also the capacity of these systems
maybe reused manytimes and spectrum
shared betweenseveral satellite systems
providingmultiple access for millions of
users worldwide.
Broadband satellite systems will
support dynamicallocation of satellite
resources and bandwidth on demand.
Fibre networks, by comparison, can have
huge quantities of unused bandwidth
lying fallow in the form of dark fibres
muted past homes of consumers whose
needsmaybe met by only a small fraction
of the total potential bandwidthat their
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The idea of an integrated terminal in
every home, offering telephone, data,
TV, interactive video, computerlinks,
etc. is no longer regardedas fantasy.
With the capability of broadband
satellites
to provide bandwidth on
demand,consumers will experience the
reality of multimedia convergence at a
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relatively low capital cost per location
served. These systems will afford new
offi¢ieocies on a competitive, consumer
oriented basis. Greaterflexibility will be
achieved by providing semi-fixed and
fixed public and private access virtually
anywhereon the earth.
Individual users, for example,will be
able to use the systems for basic
telephony and data communications.
Lowend terminals could he a desktop
package similar to Hughes DirecPC or
DirecTVconsisting of a PC port and a
video port typically supporting up to
10Mbpsconnections. Depending on the
bandwidth selected and the size of
antenna, the satellites can also provide
multicasting of specialised news and
financial
information;
personal
communicationssuch as e-mail, faxes,
chatroomsand interactive services such
as personal video-telephony and high
speed PCaccess to Internet; pay per use
video services, entertainment and
information multimedia services to
millions of cad users.
Business users will be able to put
these newcapabilities to an equally wide
range of applications
including
video-conferencing,
training and
educational services; medical and
technical imaging,and data services such
as those now carried on present
genemtion VSATnetworks. They will
extend the present-day VSAT
technology
to businesses whose communications
needsare not sufficiently large to justify
access to a Ku-band VSATnetwork and
to "desktop" USATs (ultra-small
aperture satellite terminals) based on
"Plug n Play" PC cards connecting
individuals to information service
providers. Business terminals mayhave
the option of ATM
up to say 40 or 50
Mbps(70cm or large0.
These services can potentially be
pmvidedto every person in the world,
whether in urban or remote regions and
can be used in lesser developedcountries
as a substitute for scarce basic telephone
facilities.
Someof the services envisaged are
already here! Onlythis montha newfast
Internet computer networking service
called Cyber City was announced in
Israel for service via the Amos-Isatellite
in Eastern Europe. The systemis capable
of providingdata direct to users with an
installed personal computercard and a
60cmdish antenna to receive data at 40
Mbps. The same dish will also enable
customersto receive televisiou services.
Compresseddigital moviesthat normally
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take over an hour to downloadover ISDN
circuits are reported to take only t~vo
minutes on this system.
Brought to you live via
Global Broadband Satellites
Several humtredsatellites have been
notified
to the International
TelecommunicationUnionfor use of the
Ka Band. The geostationary systems
consist of an interconnected series of
regional networks based on spacecraft
clustered in several orbital slots with
coverage selectively tailored to market
requirements.
Some systems, for
example, plan to cover only the wodd’s
land masses. Others plan to cover
particular regions they believe to be the
mostattractive froma marketperspective
and have decided to ignore Australia.
Lets look briefly at someof the global
proposals.
Voicespan has been proposed by
AT&Tas a global network of twelve
geostationa~ysatellites in sevendifferent
orbital positions, including twoover Asia
and Australia. AT&T
plans to launch the
first Voicespan satellite in 2000, with
services at speeds ranging from 32 Kbps
to 1.5 Mbps.
Lockheed Martin is seeking to
establish a US$4bglobal system of nine
interconnectedKa-bandsatellites located
at five geostationa~yslots. TheAstrolink
system would be capable of providing
users access to two-waydigital services
such as voice, data and video at
transmission
speeds ranging from
16Kbps to 8.448 Mbps and above.

System/Services

LockheedMartin believes their system,
when layered on top of a hybrid
wired/wirelessterrestrial infrastructure,
can serve the needs of mediumto high
banthvidth users anytime,anyplace, for a
fraction of the cost of existing or planned
infmsmictures. The companyenvisages
applications
such as digital
communications
services in the fields of
training,
telecommuting, distance
learning, transaction
processing,
personal computerIntemet access, smart
building monitoring and telemedicine, at
a quality which will equal or surpass
fibre.
GE*Star is a US$4b worldwide
Ka-bundsystem that has been proposed
by GE American Communications. It
will
consist of nine geostationat
3,
satellites at five orbital slots. Services
proposed include high speed data
trunking or home-use multimedia,
interactive business data applications
suitcase-sized portable digital satellite
newsgathering
and video/audio
applications for entertainment.
Hughes Communications Spaceway
has been proposed as a combinedvoice,
data, and videotelephonyplaffo~n with a
fleet of 15 satellites offering coverageof
most of the world’s populated regions.
Hughesestimates the cost of the system
as between US$3- 5 billion, depending
on the configuration of the system.
Loral is proposing to establish a
US$1.05 billion broadband satellite
system using three interconnected
Ka-band GEOsatellites
to deliver
two-way entertainment and information
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services to homeand business customers
in North America, Europe, the Middle
East and Asia. Loral plans to commence
services
in 1999 by taking
a
three-satellite
scalable approach.
Cyberstar will target customers who
have a high demand for broadband
services but are unpassed by existing
terrestrial based infrastructure, with an
integrated package of interactive
informationservices avxi entertainment.

project. Initial commercial partners
(i.e.telecoms service providers) are
expected to be announcedin the next few
months.

MorningStar Satellite Co. proposes
to use four orbital slots to locate four
hybrid Ku/Kaband satellites at a total
cost of US$820m~

A summaryof the global broadband
systems proposed is shownat Table 1.

In contrast to most other Ka-band
plans, 7~eledesic plans to establish a
global constellation of 840 low earth
orbit satellites. Theyclaim this will have
the advantageof providingearda-satellite
response delays as short as those
experienced by use of fibre optic
transmission
systems. Seamless
intemction with terrestrial networksis a
key aspect of the US$9b Teledesic
proposal, which has been backed by Bill
Gates and Craig McCaw.The project
plans to provide everything from Internet
data transfers
to multimedia and
videoconferencing, with transmission
speeds ranging from 16 Kbpsto 2 Mbps.
The system is scheduled to be launched
from 2001-2003.
As this goes to press, Teledesic
continues to look even more real. The
company recently hired one of the
developers of the Intemet architecture
and is reported to have appointed launch
procurement staff from the Iridium
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Building on their experience with
development
of the Globalstar
spacecraft, Alcatel Espace has proposed
Sativod, a 613satellite LEOconstellation,
as a broadbandsolution that will directly
competewith Teledesic.

Regulatory nightmare or
regulatory challenge?
In some ways, the regulatory
difficulties associated with the newbreed
of stationary
coverage broadband
satellites maynetbe as difficult to resolve
as the present round of applican~ for
global mobile services. The reason for
this is that the global mobile satellite
systems will permit handheld terminals
capable of roaming through countries
worldwideas well as somefLxedterminal
access, whereas the global broadband
systems are generally based purely on
fixed terminal
access,
which
administrations would find easier to
license.
Moreover, because of their orbital
characteristics,
the GMPCSsystems
cannot prevent their satellites overflying
countries that prohibit access. Some
operators, however,plan to selectively
switch off certain coverage beams in
these circumstances.It will be interesting
to see whetherthis actually takes place,

in practice, as there will be a major
business incentive
to provide
"incidental" coverage(as for regional
satellite TVand Direct-to-homeservices)
and to rely on individual countries to
police access, if necessary, via terminal
licensing.
GMPCSoperators
seeking to
cooperate in pushing for an open market
environment recently
reached a
rapprochement. They will seek the
support of national regulatory agencies in
not awarding exclusive licences and
facilitating non-discriminatory, cost
based, interconnection to terrestrial
networks and roaming arrangements.
It is expectedthat someguidelinesf0r
GMPCSsystems will emerge from an
ITU Policy Forumto be held in Geneva
in October. Whileagreementsthere will
be non-binding, they mayprovide some
pointers for those who will need to
establish
suitable
regulatory
arrangements for the fixed broadband
systems which will be launched areutd
the same time as the global mobile
satellite constellations.
Most countries have yet to determine
howthey will allocate scarce spectrum
resourcesto multiple licensees (of mobile
and fixed global systems) and some
inconsistencies are already evident.
Recent record prices have been paid for
attractive domesticorbital slots in the US,
while others haveeffectively gained free
access to huge amounts of spectrum
available worldwide.The global systems
maybenefit from the USFee’s view that
spcctmmauctions will likely not apply,
although the Australian Governmenthas
yet to announceany formal policy. The
geostationary broadband operators may
not be as lucky.
As in the case of the global mobile
satellites, 1 believe the international
regulatory arrangementsor "mles of the
mad"for global broadbandsatellites will
probablycause the biggest policy debate.
I do not think the technology or the
"software" will be major hurdles.
Conclusion (or, =and now
word from our sponsor")
It is evident
that
many
well-established telecommunications
organisations
(such as AT&T,GE,
SES/ASTRA,
Alcatel, Motorola, Orion,
Hughes Communications,
MCI,
Singapore Telecom, Pacifik Satellit
Nusantara and others) are presently
crafting their international strategies to
capitalise on new digital broadband
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Table 1: Summaryof GIobalKa-band(broadband) satdlite

System Company No.of
No.of
satellite orbital
a
location
Lockheed
Martin
Spaceway Hughes
Comm.
Galaxy
VoiceSpan AT&T

S
5

Ash’olink

GE’Star
Morning
Star

2o

15

12+4spare

7

9

5

4

4

GE
Americom
MorningStar

CyberStar Loral

3+1spare

3

Teledesic
Network

Teledesic

840

LEO

Sativod

Alcatel
Espace

60

LEO

information art entertainment satellite
services. Newventures and partnerships
are being armouncedevery day.
As far as I can determine, Australia
has yet to stake a strategic claimon these
developments. Some proposals have
coverageof Australia in theirplans, while
some potential operators have ignored
the Australian market completely. Is it
possibly because they perceive little
interest on the part of carriers and other
potential investors in Australia, or are
they not convincedthere is a sufficient
market here for multimedia services?
Given Australia’s strong IT record, and
the global marketopportunities provided
by these satellite developments,I would
have thought interest would have been
stronger, particularly
from those
organisations seeking to becomeglobal
information service providers.
Whether Australia’s
carriers,
policymakers, regulators and users will
be positioned in sufficient time to take
advantageof the inevitable availability of
bandwidthand capacity that will emerge_
around 2000, has yet to be determined.
Whatis clear is that strategic investment
decisions for systems such as Teledesic,
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proposals

User Capacit DsploymenSystem
y per
t
Cost
Data
Rates satellite Period (USSB)
16-8448
Kbps
16-6000
Kbps

7.7Gbps

2000- 2003

$3.994

4.4Gbps

1999-2005

$5.171

32-1544
Kbps
384kbps40Mbps
Fwd: 30
Mbps
Rtn: 65
Kbps
384-3088
Kbps
16 - 2048
Kbps.Upto
1.244 Gbps
Broadband
data & video

5.9Gbps

2000- 2002

?

1.8 Gbps

2000- 2005

?

625Mbps

2000-

$0.823

4.9 Gbps

2000- 2003

$1.050

5 Gbps

2001-2002

$9.004

?

2001- 2002

Astrolink and Spaceway xvill be well
advanced(if not concluded)by the end
this year. Australia could end up being
serviced by offshore interests, or even
worse, ignored altogether.
Australia could significantly advance
its commercial interests
in the
Asia-Pacific region, by doing more than
simply playing a reactive role. This is
particularly valid in the context of the
global focus that the 2000 Olympicswill
provide. We are particularly
well
positioned, both geographically and with
respect to the relative
depth and
sophistication
of
our
telecommunic_ations and supporting
industries to be a gateway and service
supplier,
and to support regional
marketing and distributiort Wealso have
a sound understanding of the regulatory
and political hurdles that would bar
service providers fromoutside the region.
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It seems that the USOproblem in
Australia will finally be addressed soon,
almost certainly
with space-based
technology playing a major role; but the
question remains - by whom?No doubt
this will continue to be an issue of hot
debate.
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Preserving

and Re-shaping

the ABC

Brian Johns emphasizes the ongoing importance of the ABC and gives his thoughts on the ABC’s
response to bud~eta~ constraints.
hanges in broadcasting are
occurringso fast that it is ditY]cult
for public policy makersto find
the balance betweenthe response
to newopportunities and the preservation
of valued, traditions. It is a testing
environment.I~the ABCis to continue to
be relevant to Australia, it mustconfront
that environment.

C

Undoubtedly there is widespread
public support for the ABC, even
amongst people who say they do not
regularly watchor listen to its services,
According to the latest AGBMcNair
poll, 61%support maintenance of ABC
funding; and another 24% support an
increase in funding. The messageis clear
- it is goodto havethe ABC,and it needs
to be funded.
Overseas experience
Lookat what has happenedoverseas.
For a while, the debate was swinging
against public broadcastingin the public
policy climate which emphasised small
government,pfivatisation and financial
accountability. But more recently, the
idea of public broadcasting
has
undergonea resurgence.

possibility of substantial further cuts cuts which could undermine the
foundation of public broadcasting as we
have knownit.

years where: ’Rationalisation,
the
broader application of management
tools,
and the capacity to reduce complexity
will deliver large gains’.

Notwithstanding those external
pressures, the ABCaccepts - in fact
embraces- the inevitability of radical
change. Changemust occur to ensure that
the ABCmaintains a central role in
Australiancultural life.

Whatwould that meanfor the ABCif
implemented? The twenty per cent cut
over three years:
¯

represents about $106 million per
year at the end of three years;

Recently, the report of the National
Commissionof Audit raised important
issues of public management.The report
included specific references to the ABCwhich are either
misleading
or
misinformed.

¯

in isolation, it is morethan sixty per
cent of the to~al budgetof ABC
radio;

¯

or, just under forty per cent of ABC
Television;

*

or, morethan three times the level of
funding to the six symphony
orchestras.

Let’s look at the bottom line of the
National Commissionof Audit’s agenda
for changeif implementedand applied to
the ABC.It calls for savings of between
ten and twenty per cent from
Commonwealth
organisations over three

A ten per cent cut over three years
wouldbe around $53 million per year at
the end of three years.

The BBChas had both its Charter and
its guaranteed funding extended to the
year 2007. With the firm backing of
Parliament, it has been able to position
itself for conversionto digital technology
a~d all the opportunities madepossible
bythat.
In the United States, the public
broadcastingsystem- relatively small by
our standards - is to benefit from the
establishment ofa tmst fund betweenone
a~dthree billion dollars.
The environmenthere is yet to turn.
But turn it must.
Pressures

on the ABC

Overall Australian commercial
television channelsincreased their profit
by almost twenty per cent in the year
1994-1995. The commercial stations
haveaccess to capital to invest in their
future. But the ABChas a declining real
funding base and the present atmosphere
is ominous. The ABC faces the
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Financial targets of this magnitude
wouldhave little to do with improving
efficiency and accountability. They
wmdd
~flcct an ideologieal or political
position to fundamentallychallenge the
status and role of public broadcastingas
we have knownit in this country. They
would undermine the fom~dation of an
Australian public policy tradition.
Policy issues
Over the years, communications
policy in Australia has struck a
reasonable balance between social and
economicobjectives. It has taken into
account access in a vast continent,
diversity of services and industry
opportunities.There is no reason why,
today, we cannot continue to find our
ownsolutions and set out ownagenda in
Australia.
But not as far as the National
Commissionof Audit is concerned. It
also proposes that public broadcastingbe
structured
and funded
as a
purchaser-provider model, a modeltaken
from elsewhere.
Underligs model, the funding agency
and the service provider are separate. In
this case, the service provider wouldbe
the ABC.The Commissionsays:
’Funding of specific categories of
public broadcastingcould be allocated to
bmadcasterson a contestable basis or tied
to the ABC.’
If done on a ’contestable basis’, the
ABCwould bid for money, alongside
other broadcasters
and program
providers. If fled to the ABC,it wouldbe
on a prescriptive basis - defining program
genres, hours of broadcast and costs.
This raises the very serious issue of
program diversity. It is likely that
programs would become homogenised,
whether produced by public or private
broadcasters. Andit raises an even more
fundamental question about the ABC’s
role as a major provider of news and a
broad range
of information
programming.
Accountabilib/
This is an approach which confuses.
the issues of independence
and
accountability - both prerequisites for
effective public broadcasting. If the
Government
specifies programactivities,
then the ABCbecomes an agency of
government.Onthe other hand, if a new
agencyis set up to dispense the funding,
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it mayusurp or duplicate the role of the
ABCBoard. The issue of accountability
is really quite different.
Central to the model I am talking
about is the question of what the public
bmadeaster, acting alone, does with the
public moneyat its disposal. Myresponse
is that the ABCdoes not act in isolation
or without public accountability. It does
not take on major new initiatives - for
example, pay TV - without the
endorsement of Government and the
Parliament.
Accountability begins with the ABC
Charter - a good and relevant document,
enablingrather than presetiptive. It gives
use the space to do whatis expectedof us.
To be innovative and to adapt to chang’rag
audience needs.
The experience
Zealand

in New

Wemust not simply borrow foreign
concepts of public broadcasting,
concepts which have proved to be badly
flawed. Whydo we need someoneelse’s
model.’? Can’t we set out ownagenda?
The purchaser-provider
model,
proposed by the National Commissionof
Audit, has been applied in NewZealand.
Licence fees are paid to a public agency
called NewZealand on Air. The agency
then decides whichproduction activity it
will support financially,
based on*
competitive submissions from public and
private sector entities.
Around 40 public radio stations in
New Zealand have been privatised,
leaving a small rumpof the former Radio
New Zealand to satisfy community
service obligations.
For some years, Television New
Zealand has been operating
as a
successful commercialbusiness. But take
note:
the local content level on TVNZ
is a
low twenty three per cent, the rest
being imported programming;and
more than twenty five per cent of
TVNZprime time is taken up by
advertising, significantly morethan
the ratio of ads on Australian
commercialchannels.
On ABCRadio a week ago, DrDenis
Dutton, a member of the Radio New
Zealand Board said that NewZealand has
"the most degraded television in the
English-speaking world.’

The role of the ABC
Survival of the ABCgoes to the heart
of the public interest debate. Thepublic
broadcaster offers:
¯

editorial independencefrom vested
interests;

¯

a commercial-free zone;

¯

commitmentto both the nation and
the diverse local communitieswhich
makeup the nation;

¯

quality Australian content amid the
rising flow of foreign programs; and

¯

an industry platform to support
innovation
and
creative
programming for use here and
OVerseas.

TheABC’srole is all the morecritical
at a time of globalisalion
and
concentration of mediaownership.I have
always argued that it is the most
important mediaand cultural institution
in the country.

Transforming and re-shaping
the ABC
In order to maintain its position and
remain relevant, the ABCneeds to be
U’ansformed and re-shaped. A complex
task: the stakes are high andit needsto be
a verydeliberate and careful process. It is
not a coustruction or furniture business.
Solutions
that might work in
manufacturing cannot be expected to
work for the ABC.
The gateway to re-shaping has been
opened by an historic
Enterprise
Framework Agreement negotiated
between the ABCand the unions. It
provides the basis for a true partnership,
which is necessmygiven that every part
of the ABC,and every individual, will be
affected. It is more than an enterprise
agreement - it is the way ahead for the
ABC in a four-year
process of
restmcturing which requires the active
engagement
of all parties.
We intend to have marked the
signposts oftmnsformationin the coming
months. I have told staff wkat I would
like us to achieveand it is broadlythis.
I wouldlike the ABCto becomea f~r
more modem, responsive and flexible
organisation than it is today. It is
premature for me to identify likely
management
structures, but I do want to
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see a flatter structure focussed around
program functions. And inevitably, a
tighter urganisation. But everything we
do must support the prima~ role of the
ABC, offering quality Australian
programming.
For the past decade, the ABChas been
organised into distinct operational
divisions - Television, Radio, Radio
Australia, Concert Musicand Corporate.
The first element of re-shaping is to
acknowledgethe ABC’sresponsibility as
the national public broadcaster within a
federal
system.
The ABC must
strengthen its presencein centres outside
Sydney and Melbourne, taking into
account regional and state diversity. I
want to see a devolution of certain
functions as well as decentmlisation. And
further developmentof the idea ofcentres
of excellence. Current examplesinclude
Perth as the centre for TVchildren’s
drama, Melbourne for comedy and
natural history, and so on. Butwecan also
think about shifting corporate functions
or technology functions, as well as
production.
We need to decentralise
the
management prerogative to give the
branches more power to harness local
energy and to deliver services or
relevance. Therefore, I see Sydney
having a co-ordinating rather than
controlling rote.
ABCRadio has an extensive presence
throughout regional Australia while
Television is confined pretty muchto the
metropolitan centres. It makessense to
extend .television coverage, making
greater use of the forty-nin~ regional
radio locations around the country.
Underlyingthis is a bi-media approach.
However,1 amnot talking about a return
to the days before the mediasplit.
Other opportunities for a bi-media
approach might include some specialist
programareas, for example, education.
Theymight also include support services
and certain management
functions. There
may be different solutions to satisfy
different ends. WhatworksforPerth may
not work in Hobart. The Enterprise
Agreement has given the ABC the
flexibility
to come up with local
agreements.
Let memakeit clear that any bi-media
approachis not designed to be a drain on
ABCRadio. I am sensitive to Radio’s
resource constraints. Clearly, there are
challenges because the output is now
stretched far too thinly. Radio must
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re-focus its network and programming
strategies to ensureit delivers quality and
relevance. Broadly the options being
considered fall into two categories:
program change within the existing
networkstructure; and changeto both the
configuration of the networks and
programming.
ABCTelevision is committed to
reversing the downward trend in
Australian content. A local content level
of sixty five per cent is the aim for the
year 2000.But it has to be quality as well
as quantity. ABCTelevision must be
clearly differentiated as the homeof
quality. It must be a powerhouse of
Australian content:
¯

diverse in its gathering of newsand
information;

¯

open in the presentation of opinion
and debate;

¯ relevant;
¯

and

supportive of established
emergingtalent.

and

Howwill ABCTelevision generate
the quality and the quantity? Weneed to
examineoptions for structural change,
among them increased outsourcing of
television programs. There has been
speculation that the ABC might adopt the
so-called
Channel Four model,
omsot~mingall programming. I cannot
envisage a time when the ABCwould
cease to produceits ownnewsand cunent
affairs.

I wouldlike to see the ABCdiversify
its sources of programfimding. Already,
for exaraple, we have a relationship with
Film Victoria to collaborate in the
production of programs, including short
dramasand feature films. Weshould be
looking for more opportunities like that
given our role in the creative community.
Weneed to broaden relationships with
other creative and cultural organisations.
I see an ABCwhichcontinues to build
support for the symphonyorchestras,
welcoming increased involvement of
State Governments. Encouraging their
development,not impedingit.
Conclusion
Weare undergoing a transformation
to take the ABCinto the 21st century in
every respect. Our ability to deliver the
transformation depends on a stable
funding base from the Parliament. But it
also depends on galvanising our own
people from the top down. There is an
appetite for change throughout the
organisation
and we have now
established a framework for it. The
process must be careful becausethere are
so manystakeholders - we need to take
them along with us. But as far as I am
concerned, the process has begun. There
is no ~umingback.
Brian dohns is the ManagingDirector of
the ABC.This is an editedversion of the
speech presented to a CAMLA
lunch in
Sydney on 10 duly 1996.

Weare not simply going to adopt
someoneelse’s model. Whateverwe do,
it will involve substantial change. We
will work through it carefully and
deliberately in consultation with unions
andstaff.
ABCTelevision also needs to keep in
mind its role in offering creative
infrastructure
for Australia’s
independent production sector. Almost
all drama series, and many feature
programs, are not developed as
co-productions.
Anotherkey feature of the landscape
that I see aheadis the maintenanceof the
commercial-free zone in domestic radio
and television services. In every poll that
has ever been done asking the question
about advertising
and the ABC,
AusUalians make it clear they do not
wantit.
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Convergence Towards the
Millenium:
Meeting the Challenges
to Global Electronic
Commerce
Diana Shaq~e outlines
some of the major issues challenging
the development of legal and
commercial mies for global electronic
commerce and profiles some of the initiatives
aimed at
meet|n~l the challenges.
he useof the Imemetin electmulc
commerce
is 10¢setby a numberof
challenges and obstacles. There is
no global business or legal
sm~ctureto sustain a global electronic
marketplac6 and ensure the security and
privacy of transactions. There are no
consistent business standards and
practices for electronic commerce.The
difficulty of addressingthe challengesis
heightened by the absence of a global
forum for coordination and policy
development.

T

The need for appropriate legal and
commercial
rules to supportthe use of the
Intemet is recognised and around the
globe org~nisations are respondingto the
needto resolve the issues and removethe
obstacles.

Major challenges to the use
of the Internet in Global
Electronic
Commerce
Security and privacy issues
Commerceonthe Net is anextremely
complextopic for consumerprotection,
pa~cularly when merchants, financial
institutions, service providersand clients
may be located in different states or
nations. It can involve problems with
client privacy, intellectual privacy,
intellectual prope~y, censorship, fraud
and international moneytransfers.
Theremustbe a basis for the trust that
organisations
place in commercial
communication mechanisms. In some
cases a level of security is built into the
process: for example, by placing a
document in a sealed envelope, the
confidentiality of the information is
considered to be maintained.
The knowledgethat a mechanismis
weak does not prevent its widespread
adoption. The fax is an inadequate
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mechanism for commerce- them is no
real authentication of the origin or
destination,or any inbuilt co nfidentiality.
However,its ease of use, instantaneous
nature and obvious security benefits over
the telephone(in that at least a hard copy
is received) have meant that it has
become widespread as a means of
transacting business.
Someforms of open conununication
offer the same promise - Internet
electronic mail has becomewidespread
for all the samereasons: it is easyto use,
inex’pensive, widelyaccessible and offers
soft-copy benefits over fax. It will,
therefore,
become widely used for

electronic commerce, regardless of
whether or net the security mechanisms
are appropriate.
The introduction of electronic
commerce is presumed to imply
efficiency
gains,
increased
competitivenes~ and opportunities for
growth. This is why it receives
governmentendorsement. The challenge
is to provide security structures that
enable all enterprises, whetherlarge or
small, to participate with confidence
without affecting the accessibility and
ease of use of the technology. Without
these stroctures, uncertainty and mistrust
will delay the adoption of the
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mechanismsand all the threads of the
fabric of commercialrelationships will
be weakened.
If electronic commerceis to make
rapid inroads into business, it is essential
that standards emerge rapidly, whether
they be de-facto,
through market
dominanceof one player, or through the
national and internal standards bodies.
Tl~euncertain legal status of message
security mechanisms, such as digital
signatures, is often quotedas a barrier to
usage. It is true that it maylake many
years for unambiguous precedents to
emergeor legislation to be enacted, but
this should not be an impediment to
electronic commeme.
The law is not an
instrument of technological chnnge; it
follows technology and serves the users
as best it can, adaptingin various waysas
the new challenges emerge.
Computer crime
In recent years there has been a
growing concern in many developed
countries at the tide of computer-based
or
computer-enabledcrime that threatens to
w~shover the world. In 19951undertook
a review of the computer crime
legislation in eleven countries in the
Asian region and found that of those
eleven only two had legislation remotely
regarded as satisfactory. Since then,
Japan and Korea have to a certain extent
advanced their legislative
regime.
Anstmlia is makingprogress, but in New
Zealand computer crime is rarely
reported, muchless prosecuted.
In the meantime, fraud is fife. In
Australi& someof the country’s largest
companies have been penetrated by
organised crime resulting in the theft of
millions of dollars through computer
fraud. This could be as muchas 10%of
profits. InBritain and the USA,over eight
out of ten major companies in these
jurisdictions report big increases in fraud
over the last five years. Thecause is not
always hacking as such but more a
weakness in the general business
transactions whichare readily exploited.
Most companies are relucthnt
to
prosecute because they do not want
embarassing publicity.
Most cases
exposed are database frauds, and
misappropriation of stock which is
hidden within the computersystem. The
technology which facilitates fraud also
brings advancesin detection melhodsbut
internal controls will only workif senior
managers educate themselves about new
technology. There are three parts to
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providing an effect strategy against
fraud: discovery, correction
and
prevention, the latter being the most
im0otmnt.

economically;however,its potential will
never be realiscd if products are not
protected whilst being carried on the
networks. Likewise, the public will not
use the services available and generate
the market necessary for its success
unless access to a wide variety of works
is provided under reasonable terms and
conditions.

Encryption
There has been muchheated debate
worldwideabout restrictions on the nse
of encryption technology, so that law
enforcement and national security
agencies can continue to intercept
communications. Two questions are
worth asking in this debate.

In the United States, the Department,
of Commerce has produced a White
Paper report on intellectual property
rights which attempts to assist the
information resources of tomorrowand
address howthe rights of providers and
users can be thoroughiy protected. In
Australia, there is nowsomeprospect that
the process of intellectual properly
review may all come together in the
overall review being conducted by the
Copyright LawReview Committee.

Firs, is interception of private
communication a governmental right,
whichmust therefore be protected in the
face of technological change, or is it an
accidental
consequence
of the
weaknesses of the communication
techniques that we have been using?
Somecommentatorsargue tlmt it is the
latter and that there is no community
obligationto protect it.
Secondly, is a country better served
by a vibrant, efficient,
electronic
economy, using trusted
secure
communicationtechniques for its day to
day business, or by attempting to reduce
orgfinised crime by restricting use of
technology? So far, much of the
opposition to restrictions on the use of
encryption technology has centred
around a right to privacy and civil
libert,~ian issues. Perhaps, instead, we
need to quantify the opportunity cost, in
economic terms, of delayed and lower
levels of adoption of electronic
commerce by the business community
because the security mechanismsare not
sufficiently trustworthy. It maybe that
the cost to the economy
of restricting the
use of encryption technology outweighs
the benefits to the community.
Intellectual

Property

Intellectual
property issues are
certainly highon the list of concernsin an
electronic environment. The ownership
of images and text on the super highway
has yet to be clarified. Does copyright
still apply when the content has been
altered, manipulated or adapted? The
allocation of rights betweenthe content
creator and the content packagerneedsto
be determined, as do various fom)s of
transmission rights and usage rights.
~olicy makersare already grappling with
~ssues relating
to content.
The
information super highway has great
potential
to increase access to
information and commercial resources
that can be delivered quickly and

Meeting the challenges
The Internet Lawand Policy Forum
(ILPF)
The ILPF
is
a global
non-governmental
organisation
sponsoredby the rrmjor commercialslake
holders of the Internet. It will be
dedicated to resolving issues of
importanceto the use of the lntemet for
electronic commerce transactions,
endeavouring to produce uniform
solutions acceptable to a global Interact
community - solutions which advance
self-regulation and accelerated growth.
The Forumis intended to serve as a
compelling alternative to inconsistent
government regulation, by addressing
issues which are difficult,
if not
impossible to resolve on a national or
regional level: security, intellectual
properly, digital records management
and access, jurisdiction,
taxation,
privacy, electronic
payment and
transactions, and the resolution of
Internet disputes.
The ILPF will endeavour to develop
suitable tools for achievingbest business
practices and resolving the legal aspects
of electronic
commerce and
intemetworking,including:
¯ uniform definition
¯

recommended
business practices

¯

model agreements

¯

model national laws including
statutes
and administrative
regulation
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¯ codes of conduct
¯

codes of information practices

¯

t~aties or conventiom.
The IPLF will:

¯ promote policy dialogue and
informed government reforms in
partnership
with business by
establishing a clearing house of
information
involving laws,
regulations
and electronic
commcroialpractices; and
¯

educate govcrmncnt on emerging
uses, commercial practices and
social ethics and the related work
products of tha Forum.

It will also facilital~ ~c cmcrgcnec
of
an efficient and prodictablc mmkctplacc
in which electronic
commcroc may
advance
by minimising
legal
uncertainties rcqniting resolution by
litigation and maximisingthe return on
investments for new infrastructure
content and technology.
Global Information Infrastructure
Commission (GHC)
The mission of the GIICis ’to force
private
sector leadership
and
private-public sector co-opomtionin the
development of information, networks
and services to advanceglobal economic
growth,educationand quality of life’.
The GIIC is an independent,
non-Governmentalinitiative involving
diverse communications-related
industrial leaders from developing as
well as industrialisod countries. The
Commission has been established to
respondto the recognitionthat traditional
institutions and rogulato~y frameworks
can no longer meet the increasingly
complexchallenges and opportunities of
globalised information. Three factors
stand out:
¯

the burdenand opportunities of work
developing the global information
inf~ctum are shifting away fmm
governmentsto the private sector,

¯

developingas well as industrialisod
countries have a high stake in
information
infrastructure
development;

¯

the policy challenges, as well as the
market
for
information
infrastructure, are becomingglobal
in scope.
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The GIIC was inaugurated in July
1995 at a meeting hosted by the World
Bank and has a three year mandate.
Unlike many such bodic~ the GIIC is
committed to work with existing
institutions and organisations as well as
to facilitate newinitiatives. Mostof its
activities will be undertaken in direct
co-operation with others, including the
ILPF. Its goals include the facilitation of
activities and identification of policy
options whichfoster the effective global
application of telecommunications,
broadcasting
and information
technologies and services.
It has
identified
5 major areas of focus:
Commerce, Banking & Finance,
Publishing,
Education and Health
Services, and has established working
committeesin each field.
OECD
In March 1996,
the OECD
established the Group of Experts on
Security, Privacy and Intellectual
Property Protection in the Global
Information Infrastructure. This group
will advanceworkalready, started on the
standardisation
of cryptography and
work towards an international agreement
on the mle of governmentin public key
encrypfion.
Australian
(ALRC)

Law Reform Commission

The ALRCwas due to submit its
report
on Legal Remedies and
Cross-border Transactions in July 1996.
The report will have particular focus on
remedyissues raised by the recent growth
of international financial markets, the
developments in clectyonic banking and
clearing systems and bank secrecy. Part
of the ALRC’sbrief is to examineissues
of trade, intellectual
property and
regional regulatory harmortisation.
Strategic alliances
Hardly a day goes by without an
announcementof, or speculation about,
strategic mergers between companies in
what used to be separate indust~ sectors.
Manyindnsh-y participants which, only a
year ago, appearedto be unassailable are
now rushing to catch up with these
developments.
A recent
example
is the
announcement
by BeriFone,
a
Californian developer of electronic
payment systems, that it will join
NetScape,makerof the popular navigator
WebBmwsor,to develop a way to make
electronic paymentson the Intemet more

secure. Their stated objective is to
develop a new system to accelerate
acceptance of the Internet
as a
mainstream vehicle for commerce.These
are only two of the many companies
workingwith this objective. Credit card
giants Master Card International and
Visa International have stated that they
have agreed on a joint technical standard
which will allowforsecure purchases
over open computernetworks. It is clear
that this subject is not only timely, but
that the issues to be raised should notbe
addressedin isolation.
International
Australia has been examining the
challenges and opportunities posed by
the rapid evolution of the Information
Superhighway for some time. A number
of expert groups have identified and
worked through many of the issues,
including the Bureau of Transport and
Communication Economics (1993/94),
the Australian Science and Technology
Counsel (1993) and the Broadband
ServicesExpert Group (December1995).
The Government’s strategy has been
assisted by the National Information
Services Council, a national advisory
forum comprising representatives from a
broad range of areas coveting academia,
government,
industry
and the
community. The ABAhas completed its
investigation into on-line services and
favouredself-regulation. [See the article
by Kaaren Koo~nen at p 1-4 of this
edition: Ed.]
In the United States, amendmentsto
the telecommunications legislation
passed recently seek to limit what can be
transmitted over the Intemet, however,
howthis will operate in practice is far
fromclear.
Moredefinite is the recent action in
Germanyto force Compuserveto limit
access to offensive material. In
December
1995,
the German
government, under pressure from the
conservative Bavarian state government,
forced Compuserveto block access to
over 200 Intemet news groups on the
basis that some of the news groups
contained sexually explicit material and
were, therefore, in violation of German
criminal law. Although there are only
about a hundred thousand users in
Germany,over four million Compuserve
users ~n over 140 countries were
adversely affected by this action. It was
condemnedby civil liberties advocates
and privacy activists but defendedby the
Chinese Communist Party’s Central
Committee(in China, Intemet users must
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register with the police). Others in
Eumpecriticised Germanyfor violating
one of the major goals of the Eumpean
Union, namelyunrestricted access to the
flow of information throughout the
memberstates of the Union. However,
countries which are just beginning to
come’on line’ are watching the German
and Chinese control policies with
interest. Vietnam, for example, has
decided to limit Intcmet access to one
gateway with the objective of limiting
massive use of the Intemet. Similarly,
Internet access and usage rotes in India,
Kuwaitand Mexicoare so expensive that
sociul andpolitical activist groupsfind its
use prohibited.
expressedover the ability of the Net to be
used to circumvent court-imposed
restrictions. In Singaporethe Internet will
be brought under the Singapore
Broadcasting Authority (SBA) in new
moves aimed at safeguarding public
morals, political stability and religious
harmony,although the SBAis comingto
the view that self-regulation maybe the
preferred approach. In Korea, the
governmentleadership in industry and
research groups contributed muchto the
successful
launch of the Korean
information and telecommunication
industries. However, it is commonly
accepted today that this government
leadership will lose its strength and that
its role as an operator and regulator will
fade away.It has recently revised its laws
on intellectual propertyrights in order to
conformwith international obligations
under the WTO/TRIPSAgreement and
the government has established an
Information Protection Centre to protect
national information systems.

DIGITAL

Japan has also recognised that the
creation, distribution and sharing of
knowledge wig gain importancein an
information oriented society. Concerns
have beenraised in that country about the
exacerbation of existing social problems
such as distribution of information
detrimental to use, fraud and misleading
advertisements, invasion of privacy and
computer crime. The Minister of Posts
and Telecommunications has set up a
study group on electronic information
and netwonkutilisation to consider the
protection of personal information and
privacy and waysof ensuring the security
and reliability of electronic information.
In the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain, the governments have decided
to restrict wide spread use of Intemet
through
their
state-owned
telecommunications monopolies. In
Zimbabwethe govemment..owned Post
and Telecommunications Corporation
consistently refuses to make sorely
needed upgrades to the national
telecommunications network with the
result that the public data network is
barely able to keep up with access
demand.
In Russia, the Federal Agency for
Government Communications and
Information has embarkedon a program
to control digital communications
access
points through the country. By having
final authority to lease to private concerns
the communications channels in which
the Russian govemment
has an interest,
it is able to determinewhohas access to
the Russian portion of the Intemet and
can monitor traffic transmitted over the
digital
links within the Russian
federation.

CONCLUSION
It is nowwidely recognised that our
economy will become more efficient
through
the effective
use of
communicationtechnology, particalarly
inter-organisational
business
communication. Inevitably, this will
change the way that we conduct our
business relationships.
Lawmakers, both legislative
and
judicial, amstruggling with revision of
intellectual property and privacy law to
bring order and commerceto cyberspace.
The pmblem, however, is not only the
legal concepts whichunderlie traditional
protection
but lack of security
mechanisms
readily available for use in a
public
data network.
The old
assumptions of rules and law maynot be
the best approach to fostering
a
successful converging communications
industry. Policy makersand legislators
mayconsider taking a fresh look at the
market place. Someof the issues that
could be impedimentsto the introduction
of secure electronic commercehave to be
taclded headon: the lack of standards, the
role of certification authorities, the
restrictions
on use of encryption
technologies and the rules of law. Only
then will we be able to weave a strong
fabric of electronic businessrelationships
to supplement and replace those that
support our paper economytoday.
Diana Sharpe is a partner of Gillett
Sharpe, International Lawyers, Sydney
and Singapore.
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Tel: 06 2791714Fax: 06 279 1700
On-line at the Department
of Communications
andthe Arts Home
Page:

www.dca.gov.au
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Innocent
John Corker argues that
address on-line issues.

l

hc defence
of innocent
dissemination is available to
republishers
of defamatory
material whocan showthat:

¯ they had no grounds to suppose that
it was likely to contain defamatory
matter, and
their lack of knowledgewas not due
to their ownnegligence.

In Australia, it has beendifficult to
provethe third of these elementsand the
defenee has been ~estricted to persons
such as newsagents, booksellers and
libraries. For instance, printers of
defamatory material have not been able
to avail themselves of the defence
although, following a ruling of NSW
Court of Appealin May1995, the issue
will go to the jury in the case of
McPhersons Ltd v Hickie - (’The
GamblingMancase) due for hearing in
March 1997. The third element of the
defence is not new. The 1885 case of
Emmensv Pottle is often quoted as its
In its current form, the defence is
going to be very difficult for on-line
service providers to plead successfully.
In the USA, the recent Prodigy case
found that a bulletin board operator was
responsible for the publication of
messageson that Board. On appeal, the
Interactive Sendces Association, in an
amienssubmissionhave attested thai’the
volumeof messagesposted on electronic
bulletin boards by subscribers and the
speed with which they are transmitted
among subscribers make it literally
impossible for an on-line provider or a
bulletin board manager to review
messagesprior to posting, nevertheless,
the courts generally have not been
sympatheticto these difficulties.
As GreerLJ in the English case of Wk/
Smith(1993)said, ’It is not sufficient for
the defendants to say that it is
inconvenient for them and difficult for
them, having regard to their large
businesses,
to make any other
arrangements than the arrangements
which they in fact have made. If those
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On-line

the 1995 NSWLaw Reform Commission on Defamation fails

they did not knowthat the material
distributed contained defamatoo,

¯

Disseminators
anangements result in a breach of the
duty to exercise reasonable care towards
persons who may be damaged by
defamatory statements, then there is
negligencewithin the rules."
The NSWLaw Reform Commission
(NSWLRC)
concluded in their ’Report
75 - Defamation’ released September
1995that:
’a complete defence should be
permitted only where there are clear
indications that an injustice would
otherwiseresult’ and ’it is appropriate
that the development of the law
relating to innocent dissemination be
left to the courts to determine when
those involved in the publication of
defamatorymatter are to be classified
as subordinate publishers and what
the effects of that classification
should be. This is especially desirable
in light of emerging technologies
which are constantly revolutionising
commercial publishing. In our view
any other approachwouldbe likely to
stultify the developmentof the law.’
The reference
to emerging
technologies in commemialpublishing
appears to be a reference to the Gambling
Mancase.
The NSWLRC
position is likely to be
the position that will be adopted in the
NSWDefamation Law Reform Bill
expected to be introduced into the NSW
Parliamentlater this year.
This ardcle argues that this approach
fails to adequately take into account the
restrictive nature of the relevant existing
case law in Australia, the burgeoning
world of on-line services, and fails to
remove the impact of the present law
which imposesan unnocessalyrestriction
on the freedomof speech. It suggests that
the law should be amendedso that the
plaintiffshould be required to provefault
in any action for defamation against a
republisher.
Australian

case law

An example of howthe law operates
in Australia can be found in the NSW
case of Urbanchich v Drummoyne
Municipal Council (1988). wbere Hunt J
held that the DrammoyneCouncil had
failed within a reasonable time (a month

to adequately

after the plaintiff’s solicitor notified the
Council that they should removethem) to
removedefamatory posters from its bus
shelters and that this was capable of
amountingto publication. The plaintiff
pleaded the imputation that the posters
depicted him as a Nazi.
Another example of how the law in
Australia operates can be seen by
comparing the position taken by the
Australian and the UScourts on the issue
of liability of affiliates of television
networks for their broadcast of
defamatory material which originated
with a network.
In Auvil v 60 Minutes (1992) a US
court held that a CBStelevision network
affiliate could not be held liable for a
network program which contained
potentially defamatory material just
because it could have pre-screened the
show.( Theaff’diate had about an hour to
do tiffs before broadcast). Thecourt said:
’To impose such a pre-screening
requirement wouldforce the creation of
full time editorial boardsat local stations
throughout the country which possess
sufficient knowledge, legal acumenand
access to experts to continually monitor
incoming transmissions and exercise
on-the-spot discretionary calls or face
$75million dollar lawsuits at event torn.
Thatis not realistic.’
However, in the recent case of
Thompson v Australian
Capital
Television POeLid (Dec. 1994), the full
court of the Federal Court (Miles
dissenting), held that the defence of
innocent dissemination was not open to
the defendant. The facts were that the
Today Showwas produced by the Nine
Networkand broadcast on Channel Nine
in Sydney, from whereit was transmitted
to Canberra for simultaneoustelecasting
by the defendant. The broadcast gave rise
to the imputation that the plaintiff was
guilty of incest.
In rejecting the single judges ruling,
the court said the defendantwas ’a world
away’ from being a subordinate
distributor.
It was an original
broadcaster. The majority (Burchett and
Ryan JJ) said strong
policy
considerations militated against the
extension of the defence to relayed
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television transmissions; in particular,
the possibility that the originator of the
defamatoty material might be irtsolvant
or an overseas entity and so could not be
sued readily or at all in Australia.
Burchett and Ryan JJ said, ’If an
analogy to a newsagent or a bookshop
were to be sought in the electronic field,
a shop selling or letting on hire video
cassette recordings wouldbe an obvious
suggestion’. No mention is made of the
o n-line electronic field of endeavour.
MilesJ (dissenting) said, ’to denythe
extension of the principle to television
broadcasting would, in my view, be a
decision of policy rather than an
application of judicial reasoning’.
Thompson is distinguishable from
Auvil in the sense that Australian Capital
Television had no opportunity to vet the
Today Showwhereas Auvil had at least
an hour but this distinction serces to
further demonstrate the narrow approach
taken to the defence in Australia. The
show was occurring live in the Nine
studios in Sydneyand immediatelybeing
relayed to Canberra for re-broadcast.
Burchett and RyanJJ maintain that the
interviewer and producer knew what
replies they would get to certain
questions. On this basis, they said the
affiliate
should not escape the
consequencesof the network producer’s
knowledge.
The case of Thompsonis presently on
appeal to the High Court and was heard
in April this year. Judgementis reserved.
Thereis a potential for a reversal of the
Full Court decision. However,a reversal
will not changethe onus that falls on a
republisher of disproving their own
negligence to avail tbemselves of this
defence.

US position
In the USthere are three tiers of
publishing each of which is treated
differently. A prima~(or first) publisher
is held liable in circumstancessimilar to
Australia. A seconda~ publisher is not
held liable unless he or she changedthe
communication and knew or had reason
to knowof its defamatory nature. This
second category of ’publishers" are
known as ’distributors’.
The third
category is "commoncartier’ status
where the carrier is probably not even
liable even if they knowthe defamatory
materialis beingcarried.
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The online indusuy has been arguing
that Interact Service Providers fall into
the secondcategory although the recent
Prodigy case found otherwise.
Development of the US law is
instructive.
In Hellar v. Bianco(1952), the court
held that a bar proprietor could be
responsible for not removinga l~ellous
messageconcerning the plaintifl’s wife
that appeared on the wall of the bar’s
washroom
after having beenalerted to the
message’sexistence.
In Scott v. Hull (1970), the court
found that the building ownerand agent
who had control over a building’s
maintenance were not respans~le for
libel damagesfor graffiti inscn’bedby an
unknownperson on an exterior wall. The
court distinguished Hellar by noting that
in Hellar the bartender constructively
adopted the defamatory writing by
delaying in removingit al~er havingbeen
expressly asked to do so.
In Tackett v. General Motors
Corporation (1987), an employee
brought a libel suit against his employer
for, inter alia, failing to removeallegedly
defamatorysigns fromthe interior wall of
its manufacturing plant after having
notice of their existence. Onelarge sign
remainedon the wall for two to three days
while a smaller one remainedvisible for
seven to eight months. The Court held
that the employerwas not liable for the
larger sign but wasfor the smaller sign.
In Stratton Oakmont v Prodigy
(1995), defamatory material was
published on a moderated computer
bulletin board called ’Money Talk’
which was ’allegedly the leading and
most widely read financial computer
bulletin board in the US’. Prodigy had
contracted with a person called Mr
Epstein to be the Board Leader. His
duties included enforcement of
Guidelines which stated ’although
Prodigy is committedto open debate and
discussion on the bulletin boards, ...this
does not mean that anything goes’.
Epstein testified that he had a tool as
Board leader known as ’emergency
delete function’ which allowed him to
remove a note and send a previously
prepared message of explanation
including solicitation,
bad advice,
insulting, wrongtopic, off topic, bad
taste. TheCourt ruled that Prodigywas a
’publisher’ of statements concerningthe
plaintiffs on ’MoneyTalk’.

However, this case is subject to
appeal and political suppoafor a change
to the law in the UShas been high. In a
floor amendment to H.R. 1555, the
Communications
Act of 1995, the House,
by an overwhelmingvote of 420 to 4,
declared that ’on-line providers should
not be treated as the publisher or speaker
with respect to material originated by
third parties, evenif an on-line provider
also attempts
to preclude
the
dissemination of obscene or other
objectionable materials on its system’.
Comparison
In both the USand Australia, the
location and length of time that the libel
is allowedto appearplays an integral part
in determiningwhethera given defendant
has adopted the libel, and thus has
published it. It appears from the above
cases that the UScourts have been more
genomusto the alleged republisher than
the Australian co ~mls. The Australian
courts have been mrre reluctant to move
awayfrom a policy which maximisesthe
opportunity of a defamed person to
recover damages from a publisher or
distributor of that material. In Thompson
the court seems to be particularly
concernedwith the ability of the plaintiff
to find a defendant that can be sued and
is not impecunions.
The statements of the majority and
Miles J in Thompson highlight the
tension betweenthe policies of being able
to identify a publisher as liable for the
publication of the defamatory material
and the policy of not holding someone
liable for somethingwhichthey could not
reasonably avoid. Traditionally,
a
publisher has always been presumedin
the law to have a significant degree of
control over the published product. To
date, one has always to have had some
substantial meansto be able to publish
something to a wide audience. The
privilege to publish widely has been
reserved to a small number of media
proprietors. Theseproprietors are acutely
aware of the law of defamation in the
jurisdictions into whichthey broadcast or
publish and have expert resources on
hand to provide pre-publication advice.
Howgver, the ability to publish
widely i~ no longer reserved to the well
resourced and advised few. Not only can
individuals publish widely but Interact
Service Providers are becoming
increasingly prevalent and the cost of
becominga service provider is rapidly
falling. In fact, the wholea~hitecture of
the Interact seemsto rely on the ease of
republication to be able to function
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effectively. The law of defamation has
not previously been used to a world
where information published by millions
of persons is immediately available to
millions of persons.
To impose a liability
on service
providers which requires them to check
for defamatory material or even to
removeit when they becomeaware, will
become
iecreasingly
onerous.
Oftenfor
skilled
lawyers,
itisdifficult
toagree
on
whatis an actionable
defamation.
Will
service
providers
haveto scckadvice
wherea potential
plaintiff
anduser
defendant
disagrec
onwhether
a message
isanactionable
defamation?

ALRC and Press Council
It is worth noting that the Australian
Law Reform Commission considered
this matter in 1979 and recommended
that a complete defence to defamationbe
introduced to a distributor whois not
primarily responsible for the defamation.
They recommended that an innocent
disseminator be granted protection from
action for publishing defamatory matter
unless and until a judge grants an
injtmcdonagainst it.
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The Australian Press Council in their
April 1996 submission to the NSW
Attorney-General responding to the
NSWLRC’s
repo~ have gone further and
suggestedthat the plaintiffbe required to
prove fault in any action for defamation
against such a person.
Lord Denning in his dissenting
judgment in the UKcase of Goldsmith
and Sperring Ltd (1977)said: ’The
distributors
of newspapers and
periodicals are nothing morethan conduit
pipes in the channelof distribution.’

Conclusion
The NSWLRC
acknowledge that ’it
is a question of policy whether the
defence of innocent dissemination should
generally be extendedto deny a plaintiff
access to damages, particularly should
the primary publisher be insolvent,
impecuniousor unavailable’.
Further they acknowledge in their
discussion paper that the requirement to
prove lack of negligence may, ’impose
unfair burdens on persons not actually
responsible for the harm done to the

plaintiff, and may stifle freedom of
expression by closing channels of
distribution.’
However, their recommendation of
leaving the matter to the courts does not
seem to have given enoughconsideration
to the changingwaysthat information is
being exchanged, particularly in an
on-line environment. It is no longer
appropriate to impose a burden on all
republishers to disprovetheir ownlack of
negligence should defamatory material
be foundin their environs. Therestriction
this imposes on the free flow of
information is too great whenweighed
against the policy outcomeof a plaintiff
being able to find a publisher whohas
sufficient financial resources to pay out
any damagesthat might be awarded. The
liability should be squarely with the
initial publisher of such material. It is
time that the onus to show fault by a
republisher should lie with the person
defamedand not the republisher.
John Corker is Manager, Legal at the
Australian Broadcasting Authority and
an Executive Committe memberof the
Free Speech Committee.These views are
his ownand accordwith the views of the
Free Speech Committee.
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Developing Australia’s
Telecommunications
Infrastructure
Sue Ferguson discusses
structure of Australia’s

the impact of the Telecommunications
telecommunications industry.

National

Code on the evolving

t is just over eight years since the
former Minister for Transport and
Communications, Gareth Evans,
,released
a statement called
"Australian
Telecommunications
Services: A New Framework". This
statement outlined the government’s
proposals to open up significant, but not
all, areas of the telecommunications
industry to competition by private
entities.

I

This statement was a reflection of the
general trend towards deregulation and
towards attempts to expose government
entities to the pressuresand disciplines of
the marketplace.
In November 1990, the Beazley
statement
announced
that
a
telecommunications duopoly would be
est~lblished. Thestatement also declared
the government’s intention to end the
duopolyin 1997, makingit clear that the
duopoly was a means for introducing
more complete network competition.
At the time, the government was
concerned to ensure that any new
competitor would not be disadvantaged,
that there wouldbe a level playing field.
The new. competitor would be given
equal access to and use of Telstra’s
networksand services in order to address
Telstra’s market dominance, achieve
effective carrier competition as quickly
as possible and minimisu uneconomic
infrastructure duplication.
However, today we are seeing
facilities based competition through
network duplication, or uneconomic
infrastructure duplication - as some
wouldcall it. The significance of such
duplication through the rollout of
broadband nelworks (the most hotly
debated of infmstmctare developments)
is indicative of howwrong assumptions
can be about technology.
Thedebates today indicate that only a
few years ago decision makers did not
anticipate the emergence
of cable as a real
alternative to wireless basedtechnologies
for facilities-cased competition. They
had ignored recommendationsmade over
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the past 15 to 20 years that cable services
be developed and were perhaps blinded
by the desperate need to sell AUSSAT.
Furthermore, policies that aimed to
achieve equal access to and use of
Telstm’s networks and services did not
anticipate the use of those networks and
services beyond telephony and into
broadcasting.
This is evidenced in the Broadcasting
ServicesAct 1992, where it was intended
that satellite technology wouldbe the
preferred
means of delivery
of
subscription broadcasting services.
It is interesting to note that satellite
services are subject to a limited form of
cross-media ownership restrictions,
while other technologies (notably cable
and MDS)are not subject to such rules.

It gives moreweightto the nmionthat
little thoughtwasgivento the pessibility
of someone going to the expense of
duplicating
an
existing
telecommunications network. It was,
surely, considered that the way of the
future was wireless. The concept of
convergencewas real. But perhaps not so
real was the meamby which converged
services wouldbe delivered in Australia.
It seems that the minds of policy
makers and the governmentwere set on
the fact that telephony would become
more mobileand pay television wouldbe
de live red, primarily,via satellite andlater
by MDS.
Today, different technologies are
used to provide services previously
limited to one means of delivery.
Services are mergingto fon~ newservice
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types; carriers, broadcasters and
computermanufacturersare entering into
joint ventures to develop new business
and provide new services.

Issues arising

The Telecommunications
National Code

Objects of the Code

The National Code sets out the
responsibilities
of the carrier when
installing
telecommunications
infrastructure, including the requirement
to consultwithrelevant state andterritory
authorities in advanceof installation and
adherence to technical, safety and
environmentalstandards.
¯
Whydo we need a National Code?
In the past, TelsWawas exempt from
most State and Territory laws, including
laws relating to the use of land and the
protection of the environment. Under
arrangements put in place in 1991,
callers have certain powersto enter land
and can engage in exempt activities,
regardless of the specific provisions of
state and territory
laws or local

regulations.

Exempt activities
include the
constructionof facilities or structures in
relation to a carder’s networkor services
and the maintenance,repair or demolitian
of network or services facilities
or
structures. However,these activities are
subject to the Telecommunications
National Code, which cameinto effect on
30 June 1994 and is designed to do two
things.
First, it provides a national standard
for the infrastructure
development
process and, secondly, it provides a
different set of roles for carders, as
opposedto non-carders, whodo not have
powers and immunities in relation tu
planing and development.
While the Code provides for a
national standard, manyissues are being
resolved very muchon a local basis, with
some councils choosing to enter into
negotiations with carriers and the
providersof utilities. Othercouncils have
chosenthe path of litigation, or haveyet
to decide howthey will respond; still
others will probably never have to make_
this decision.
There are a few shires in Victoria and
NSWthat have proceeded downthe path
of negotiation with the carriers and power
utilities to find common
ground in the
overheadcabling issue.
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use best endeavours to coqocate
facilities whereverthis is technically
feasible, compatible with network
configuration and minimise the
effect on the environment.

This may go some way towards
answering the question ’Can councils,
conuannities and carders co-operate?’,
but it is an answerthat does not impress
all councils, whofeel that there shouldbe
a more uniform and national approach.

¯

The objects of the Codeare:
to facilitate the provisionofetiicient,
modern and cost effective
lelecommunications services to the
public;
to impose responsible and uniform
national requirements on carders
that engagein prescribedactivities as
part of developing or providing
telecommunications
network
infrastructure;
to maximisecompetitive activity by
facilitating the rapid deploymentof
efficient
telecommunications
networkinfrastructure;

¯ to require carriers to develop or
provide that infrastructure in a
mannerthat has full regard for the
need to maximisethe protection of
Australia’s natural environmentand
cultural heritage; and
¯

to require carders to be accountable
to governmentbodies and the public
for their activities.

Underthe Code, carders engaging in
exemptactivities must:
¯

prepare a corporate environment
plan setting out the carrier’s general
policies
on environmental
management. This is intended to
ensure that environmental
considerations are integrated into
planning
and development
proceduresfrom the earliest possible
stage;

¯ consult with local councils and
relevant authorities and, in some
cases, the Australian Heritage
Commission in respect of the
locationof facilities;
¯

refer the matter to the Departmentof
Environment, Sport and Tourism if
the carrier and local council are
unable to resolve issues on the likely
environmental
impact of the
proposedfacility; and

from the Code

Thereare ttuee issues arising fromthe
Code:
¯

community outcry
environment;

¯

closed access regimes in the pay
television market; and

¯

cabling of regional areas.

about

the

Wemight also note that Australia is
not the only country in the world facing
such issues about telecommunications
infrastmclare developmentand facilities
based competition.
New Zealand
In New Zealand, communications
operators have special rights to deploy
their networkinfrastructure, with these
rights being determined by the
Telecommunications Act 1987 and the
terms of the disU~ctschemescoveringthe
deployment area issued by territorial
authorities
under the Resources
~Vl"anagement
Act 1992.
Companies providing
either
telecommunicationsservices between 10
or more persons and broadcasting
services by lines to morethat 500persoo.s
may be declared a network operator.
Declaration assists such companies
requiring access to land to lay cables or
construct lines.
In manycases, the rights of operators
to install telecommunicationslines are
governed by the Resources Management
Act. This Act requires that each city or
district council (territorial authority)
prepare a district planning scheme
specifying whether and how various
activities
which impact on the
environment may be carried out. In a
number of cases, these plans contain
provisions restricting or requiring a
public hearing process to authorise
installation of telecommunications or
broadcastinglines.
The balancing exercise of natural
environment and cultural heritage is
taken accountof as part of the processof
preparingthe plan issuedby the territorial
authority.
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UnitedStates
In the United States, the reported
issue is not so muchabout cable, but
about antennas. It is reported that county
officials in the USare increasingly
resisting applications by cellular
companies to erect nntcnnas. As the
numberof applications grow, more local
governments are finding themselves in
the situation of resolving the conflicting
interests of phone companiesand home
ownerS.

Rather than blocking antennas, some
jurisdictions are looking to profit from
companies"use of public fights of way,
such as by demanding a share of the
company’s revenues.
The phone
companies have asked the Federal
CommunicationsCommissionto ban this
kind of levy. Typically, though, cellniar
companies pay fixed rents to lease
antenna sites rather than paying a
percentage of their income.

providers have access to programs, they
can’ t get the capital investmentneeessm
3,
to roll-out infrnstmctu~.
Most prospective previders of Pay
TVwant to develop pregram setwiees in
regional areas of Australia whereFox’tel
and Optusare unlikely to venture. It is,
therefore, diffiunlt to understand why
Australis or Optus are not prepared to
hand over program rights for a fair
commercial price. In some areas of
regional Australia they probably wish
they had overhead cable to complain
about!
The upshot of such developments is
that we have, in effect, a facilities based
duopolythat is likely to extend beyondits
intended deadline of 1997. This is
because of the set of programming
arrangementsentered into on the basis of
a particular set of policies about carriage.
Thecontent policies will be very difficult
to shift.
AUSTEL’s review

The Telecommunications Act allows
broadcasters to install or maintain
reserved line links, but does not provide
them with the same powers and
immunitiesgiven to carriers.
In contrast to carriers, aspiring
subscription television broadcasting
providers (ie non-carriers) are subject
the normalLocal, State, and Federal laws
covering safety, the environment,
planning and zoning, etc. If damage
occurs, normalremediesare available.
Wehaven’t seen the development of
such networks in competition to the
Foxtel and Optusrollouts. This is largely
because they are unable to access the
programming
essential for their proposed
services. This programming
has been tied
up by Austmlis/Galaxy and Optns in
exclusive programming agreements.
(Australis’ programmingis provided to
Foxtel). Until prospective Pay TV
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The Code in practice
It is easy to look backand say that we
should have seen these issues comingand
that something should have been done
about it at the time. However,the speed
with whichevents took place (especially
in relation to broadbandcable rollouts)
took everyone by surprise.
Vislonstream
Oneminute, Telstra has filed a tariff
for Visions~ and the next minute a
second network is committed by Optus,
changing the picture of the converging
telecommunications and broadcasting
industries.
Visionstream was the
companyset up by Telstra to build and
operate its cable television netwunk.

of the code

The Code’s performance,
A check of the Code’sperformancein
light of recent infrastructure
developments indicates that it has
certainly done well in maximising
competitive activity, but perhaps not so
well in maximising environmental and
cultural protection. Thefact that the Code
contains potentially conflicting objects
and provides carriers with a significant
degree of freedomin whichto operate has
resulted in fierce competitionand a let of
corrmanity anger.

assessments to be conducted on new
networks and will see AUSTEL
establish
an independent dispute resolution
process to hear complaints.

AUSTEL’srole is to monitor and
ensure carrier compliancewith the Code.
In December 1995, AUSTELpublished
a report of its inquiry and review of the
operation of the Codesince it cameinto
effect.
This review was conducted following
a Ministerial direction to AUSTEL,
largely the result of communityanger
with the erection of mobile pho~ towers
without adequate consultation.
During the period of AUSTEL’S
inquiry into the operationof the Code,the
issue of overhead cabling hit both the
courts and the newspapers.Allegations of
exploitation of both the spirit and the
provisions of the Codestarted flying. At
the sametime, carriers put their network
rollouts into top gear, aimingto complete
as muchof their network developmentas
possible before any changes to the Code
were implemented.
The Department has advised that a
draft Code will be available soon for
public comment. Senator Alston has
announcedplans to place strictercontmls
on overhead cables and mobile telephone
towers under the newCode, It is expected
that the new Code will eventually be
replaced by a set of national plamxing
arrangements to be administered by the
States and Local governments.
It has been reported that the newCode
will require environmental impact

Until late in 1994, it had been
expected that Teistra wouldoperate on a
commoncarrier basis and provide open
and equal access to its Visionstream
network. Visionstream would initially
provide cable television services and,
ultimately,
telephony and other
interactive multimedia services. Telstm
flied its Visionstreamtariff on 15 July
1994and withdrewit four monthslater,
on 14 November1994.
Optns’ decision to enter the market
and to install, operate and control its own
network changed the policy picture
dramatically. In September1994, Optus
said that it wouldnot succumbto pressure
to provide open access to its network
becauseit wasvital for the successof the
venturethat it control content.
By clever structural means, Optus
was able to establish a networkthat was
not required to complywith the access
provisions of the Telecommunications
Act. Optns wouldbe able to veto access
to i~s networkand avoid the limitations of
the open access system chosenbyTelstra
for its network.
Optus’
exclusive
access
arrangements were key factors in
securing investment in the network
rollout.
The investment would be
returned, though, as Optusrelieved itself
of its dependence on Telstra. The
network would provide Optns with a
broader future, extending its operations
into television and local telephony.
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However,the price Optns has paid is
communityoutrage in someareas. While
Optus is providing the competitive
environment desired by both government
and consumersfor so long, it has incurred
the wrath of the community for the
envimnmentaleffects of its mllont and
for perceptionsthat it is proceedingapace
despite communityprotestations.
Commentsabout Optus cables being
strung between power poles have ranger
from ’plain ugly’ to ’environmental
vandalism’.
Camouflaging cables
A recent USjournal reports that, in
response to complaints about the
aesthetics of antennas, manywireless
companies ar~ placing their antennas
with other companies’ antennas or are
camouflagingthemto blend in with their
surroundings. Antennas have been made
to looklike tall pine trees, churchsteeples
or street lights.
Perhaps this is where Senator Alston
got his idea to paint overheadcables to
blend into their environment (ATUG
’96).
Litigation
While the overhead rollout is the
quickest and most economically viable
option for Optusto introduce competition
into the pay television
and local
telephony markets, it has landed the
companyin the courts in Victoria, NSW
and the HighCourt of Australia.
The High Court has been asked to
resolve questions relating to the
constitutional
rights of councils,
determining who ~ sovereignty over
local planningandthe needfor carriers to
complywith various town planning laws
and controls.
In order to maintain pace with Optus,
Telstra has recently announced
that it will
roll out up to 30 per cent of its cable
networkvia overheadcabling. Will it too
be subject to the samepublic outcry?
Whyhas Optus proceeded downthis
path7 In simple terms, because it
undertookto rid itself of its dependence
on Telstra. Whilesomemightsay that the
means by which Optus has achieved this
is by exploitation of the provisionsof the
Telecommunications Act, the fact
rcmains that Optusis achieving both the
former and the present government’s
policy of facilities basedcompetition.
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Policy intentions
However, manyconsider it contrary
to govcmmcutpolicy., which has been
founded on a philosophy, of open access
for end-line consumers and content
providers.
While Optas’ arrangements are legal,
much public comment is based on the
assumption that Optusis constructing an
overhead cable network because it is
immunefrom State and local planning
laws.
Optus has been well aware of the
growingangerat its network construction
and aware of the moves to tighten the
National
Code. But, it must be
remembered, Optus’ business plan was
developed manyyeats ago.
As we know, much has happened
since then - a lot of it in the courts.
Optus’ move to establish its own
cable network highlighted the difficult
policy considerations of the day. When
the TelecommunicationsAct was drafted
it wasnot anticipatedthat, as a carrier and
being exempt from State and Local
government legislation,
what was
essentially a privately-developed and
operated Pay TV service in the first
instance, wouldbe able to take advantage
of all of the carrier benefits in terms of
powers and immunities for network
construction.
In hindsight, xve might ask whether
the Government should have reviewed
the National Codeat that time and if, in
fact, there wereother options available to
it.
Regional monopolies
Alternative solutions mayhave been
along the lines of Telstra providing open
and equal access to its Visionstream
service or via optus" suggestion of the
creation of regional monopoliesfor eable
operators, creating a regulated cable
market rather than unrestricted
competition, with each carrier being
given equal shares of the market.
Telstm naturally opposedthis notion
as it would see the erosion of its
monopoly of local telephony.
The
Governmentopposedit because it saw it
as an erosion of the value of Teistra that
had been built up over many years of
monopoly.

The regional monopolies proposal
wouldprovide that the companywith the
rights to an area wouldhave four years to
lay its cable, after whichthe right would
expire and another pa~ycould movein.
It was thought that the establishment
of regional monopolieswouldaccelerate
the rollout of cable aroundthe nation and
reduce the associated capital cost. It
wouldalso create a totally open access
system nation-wide.
Michael Lee’s policy statement in
November1994 put paid to all such
proposals by restating
the then
government’s
commitment to the
duplication of infrnstractme - that this
was essential for effective competition.
Changing the ground rules
Oneof the mostinteresting aspects of
the current debate about how things
might be fixed relates to the section 70
binding agreements between the former
governmentand Optus, madeat the time
of Optus’ acquisition of AUSSAT.
This agreement provides that a
financial penalty will be imposedin the
event of a breach of the agreement. The
most significant aspect of the agreement
is that it extends to 31 December2015
and it limits the capacity of the
Commonwealth
to alter Optns’ existing
licence conditions or impose new
conditions.
Writing in the May issue of
Communications Update, Leo Grey
concludes that any condition imposedby
the Minister on Optusrequiring it to lay
its cable undergroundwouldraise serious
question about whether the agreement
had been breached.
Co-operation
A brief wordabout whethercouncils.
communities
and carriers
can
co-operate?I mentionedearlier that local
SOlUtionsa~e being found to a national
issue.
The Niilumbik Shire in Victoria has
written in this month’s issue ol
Communications
Update
tha.
negotiations have resulted in agreemen~
being reached between parties
Conditionsinclude that Optuswill not cu,
downtrees in heritage areas, there will bc
no overhead cabling in new estates and
any tree cutting will be under the
supervision of the council, Furthermore
a conneil representativeis to be consulteo
on a daily basis to ensurethese terms are
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enforeed. Optushas also agreedto inform
council of its mllout plans three months
before the commencement
of any work in
the area.
Nilhimbik also reports that Telstm
and Optus have reached an agreement
wherebyTelstm will provide details of
where underground ducting capacity
exists and parties havearranged to share
this capacity wherepossible.

cabling on the grounds of environmental
degradation. The National Trust believ.cs
that telecommunications
compames
should be required to obtain approval
from councils for the installation of
infrastructure,
and
provide
environmental and heritage statements
about the effects of such cabling.

On a more national front, the
Australian
Local Government
Association (ALGA)hasrecently issued
a statement covering its proposals for a
new National Code. These proposals
include the need for the separation of
infrastructure
provision
from
competitionin the delivery of services.
The ALGAhas suggested that the
installation of afl telecommunications
infrastructure
should comply with a
range of provisions, including:
¯

in areas of high environmental
impact, technical and economic
considerations should not prevail
over environmental considerations
except whereit is acceptable to the
public authority, having consulted
adequately
with the local
community;

¯

local governmentbodies should be
able to implementlocality planning
statements, identifying those areas
within their locality consideredto be
suitable for particular facilities or
typesof facilities;

¯

a report should be prepared on the
optibns for cabling in a street )vhere
there is sufficient capacity to
co-locate cabling underground;

¯

reports,
recommendations and
decisions of the proposed dispute
resolution
panel and AUSTEL
should be publicly available;

¯ a public asset levy should be
imposedon carders where the assets
of a public authority (eg a local
council) are used and different levy
rates should apply dependingon the
type of infrastructure proposed; and
¯

an expert panel should formulate and
review standard rates to be adopted
by public authorities
across
Australia.

The National Trust has supported
action by the ALGAand individual
councils to stop the rollout of overhead
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Conc|usion

While in opposition, Senator Alston
criticised aspects of the National Code.
Now in government,
he has the
opportunity to do something about those
deficiencies.
However, he recently
commentedat the ATUG
’96 conference
that it must be recognised that carriers
have proceeded with their rolhiuts in
accordance with plans and predictions
basedon a set of mlesput in place several
years ago.
He said:
"...In these circumstancesit wouldbe
like movingthe goal posts at three quarter
time (or twenty minutes into the second
half...) Tonowunilaterally intervene and
require the carriers to dramatically
reconfiguretheir netxvorks."
In proposing to tighten the National
Code, though, Senator Alston must bear
in mind issues such as the speed of
introduction of new communications
services, the degree of competition in
those services, the investment and
capitalisation
commitments for the
services and greater obligations to
consult and to have regard to those
consultations.
AUSTELcommented in its
review of the National Code:

"In the mega-corporate privatised
world of the late twentieth century,
cash-strapped govermnents arc looking
for large-scale business investmentrather
than taxpayers’ dollars to deliver on
major
infrastructure
policy
commitments.To secure that investment,
there is alwaysa price that governmentis
asked to pay. That price is an assurance
of stability andcertainty for the investors
in governmentpolicy. Without it, the
investment and commitmentto long-term
involvementin a particular industry will
not be forthcoming."
It is clear from the public outcry,
though, that the full social costs of
networkrollouts are not being taken into
account. The section 70 agreement
between Optus and the Government
forces the full social costs of the network
mlloutsto be borne, not by the carrier, but
by the communityas a whele. The effect
is to impose the costs back on to the
comn~uhity.

What can wc do about this? The ¯
awkwardreality is that if wc want to
change the situation then it will not he
cost-free. Our choices sccmto bc to live
with the infrastructure and enjoy the
benefits of competitionor to bear the cost
of changeand to lose potential benefits.
Decisions about facilities
based
competition were made manyyears ago,
with the environment being sacrificed
and accepted as the price to be paid for
telecommunications competition.
The commercial, political
and
environmental consequences of those
decisions are now being felt. Today,
however, it is not the environment that
will be sacrificed for telecommunications
competition.

recent

"...Any revised code must be drafted
in terms sufficiently openand flexible to
accommodate technological advances
whichwill inevitable affect the focus and
conduct of business entities involved in
the industry over the mediumto long
term. A code which is drawn too
narrowly and technologically specific
will require further significant revision in
an inordinately short time frame."

Rather,
competition
in
telecommunicationsmaybe the price that
is paid to save the environment.
Sue Ferguson is Research PolicyAdviser
at the CommunicationsLaw Cenlre.

However,conflicts remain interms of
what the Governmentwants and what it
is prepared to pay for. Whenit wants
someoneelse to pay for it, then certain
sacrifices must be made. Again, quoting
Leo Grey from CommunicationsUpdate:
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Implementing

Number Portability

in

New Zealand’s d.e.regulated
Telecommunicat,ons
Market
Anne Hut4ey looks at wh~/the introduction
Zealand
he
New
telecommunications market is
fully liberalisod: there are no
regulatory restrictions on the ent~
of new network operators or service
providers.However,neither are there any
regulatory encouragements to new
entrants: they have to rely on the
provisions of the competition law
enslgined in the CommerceAct 1986 in
order to secure their place in the market.

T

of
Most
followers
telecommunications issues would know
that the absenceof regulatory directions
and the lack of an independentregulator
resulted in prolonged htgation between
the incumbent carrier, Telecom New
Zealand, and the second carrier Clear
Communications, over interconnection
terms and conditions.
Currently
in New Zealand a
regulatury issue of similar significance to
the intercoanection issue is being played
out - the implementation of number
portability (NP). NPhas been on the
telecommunications
agenda in New
Zealand since 1991, but progress towards
its implementationhas been exceedingly
slow. This article looks at the issues
which need to be addressed to expedite
the process.

What is number portability
NPis the ability of customersto retain
theft telephone numbers when changing
operator, service or location. Themare
thiee types of NP:
Operator portability:
enables
customers to retain the telephone number
when changing opemturs. The concept
applies to all types of telephonenumbers
- to ’geographic’ telephone numbers
(those numbers which identify
particular geographic region, most
significantly fixed network sendces) as
well as ’non-geographic’
numbers
(numbers which relate to specific
services rather than to geographicareas freephone and premium services,
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of number portabilit]/in

personal numberingservices, mobile and
paging services). The debate about NP
has generally focussed on operator
portability because it is undoubtedlythe
most significant from the perspective of
encouraging local competition. Operator
portability is as important to local
competition as equal access is to
competition in long distance services.
Specifically, operator portability creates
a more competitive marketplace for the
customer by reducing the impact of
changing operator through the reduction
of the costs of switchingoperators.

New Zealand is a slow process.
¯ overcomesone of the main obstacles
for customers switching operators the requirement for, and reluctance
of, a customer to change telephone
numberwhen switching operator,
¯

creates
a more competitive
marketplace for the customer by
reducingthe switchingcosts;

¯ strengthens competition between
operators, which increases customer
choice and the efficiency of the
telecommunications market;
¯

Location portability: also knownas
geographic portability,
it enables
customers to retain the telephone number
when changing location.
Location
portability is not seenas havingany direct
impact on the development
of
competition, although it does provide
benefits to customers changing location
and to callers to those customers. The
benefits are not as great as for operator
portability,
however, because when
changing location a customer needs to
advise changedaddress in any event. In
addition, the desirability for location
portability needs to be balanced with the
desirability of retaining geographic
numberswhich indicate to customers the
chargerate of calls.
Service portability: customers retain
the telephone number when changing
between services - for example, when
moving from ISDN to PSTN.

provides opportunities for the
incumbentto regain part of its lost
marketshare by makingit easier for
customers to switch back if they do
not have to changenumberyetagairt

The principal benefits which result
from NPcan be categorised as ’direct
user’ benefits and’indirect user’ benefit~.
Direct user benefits are the cost
savings experienced by subscribers who
movelocation or operator and retain their
telephone number. Withoutportability,
they incur costs in changingstationery,
informing correspondenLs of their new
telephone number and, in the case of
businesses, advertising.
Business
subscribers also believe that they lose
business because correspondents do not
have the correct contact information.
Other benefits include fewer misdialled
numbersand costs saved by not havingto
update diaries and such.

NP is a crucial element in the
establishmentof an effective competitive
market for local telecommunications
services becauseit:

lndirect user benefits result from the
growth in competition
which it
encourages. Put simply, NPenables more
people to benefit from lower prices
and/or improved sevAce with the new
operators. In due course, these benefits
will be experiencedby all subscribers as
competitionhelps to bring downcosts. In
the short term the benefit will be most
keenly felt by those whochangeoperator
and achieve a price discount by doingso.

improves the odds in favour of new
entrants initially and in favour of a
competitive market place in the
mediumto long term;

Thelack ofNPwillact as a constraint
on the developmentof local competition.
The results of various market studies
have been conducted to analyse and

How number portability
helps deliver the benefits of
effective
competition
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quantify
~ benefits
ofNPvaryintheh"
detail
butSheoverall
irdications
arcthat
there are substantial user benefits from
NPandthatthelackofNPwillslowthe
developmentof localcompetition
bcCansC
ofthereluctance
ofcv.stomcrs
to
switch
operator
if theyhaveto change
telephone
number.

but on how to achieve the most
cost-effective technical solution and
most economically rational pricing
arrangement;
the decision to introduce NPis being
taken without prior recourse to
derailed cost-benefit analyses.

Zealand) which have open their
telecommunications
markets to
competition.
In keeping with the regulatory
concept of independent control over the
numbering resource is an underlying
philosuplry of numberingon which NPis
predicated - that is, that telephone
numbersare a national resource, owned
by the nation whichhas freehold over all
numbers. Governmentshave the right to
change the numbering plan and the
mannerin which numbersare used. NPis
customer-oriented and is predicated on
customers’rights to port their number.

Forexample,
theMCI/Galhip
study
Administration of the
in the USA,in 1994,surveyed
2008
national numbering plan
residential
and 2050businesswcrc
su~’cycd.
Offeringa 10-20%price
discount,
57%of business
respondents
TI~ introduction of NPis inextricably
saidtheywouldverylikelyswitch linked to control of a country’s
suppliers.
Whenuskcdagain,
given
that numberingscheme. In recognition of the
theywould
nnedtochange
numbers,
only importance of telephone numbers and
The implementation of NP in
16%othought
it verylikely
thattbey numberingin a competitive envimument,
New Zealand’s deregulated
wouldswitch,
andonly24%thought
it
most countries, when opening up the
rnaritet
somewhat
likely.
Fortheresidential telecommunications
market, have
customers, over 64%reported the change
transferred control of the countt3"s
Thereare 2 significant areas in which
of telephone numberas very or somewhat numbering scheme from she incumbent
NewZealand’s market differs starkly
important, and 80%thought they would
to an independent numberadministrator,
from other regulatory models where NP
be very or somewhatunlikely to switch
often the regulator.
is being intmduced...~
supplier in the absenceof NP.
There is un almost-universal standard
First, the NewZefland Government
It is difficult to accurately quantify
of number plan administration
in
has
neither mandated NP nor taken
the consumer benefits of NP without
countries
which have introduced
positive regulatory steps to ensure its
commercial pricing arrangements.
competition in the supply of telecoms
implementation. There is a recent
However,it is possible to say that the
services. That standard involves an
indication, however, of Government
research carried out to date supports the
independent industry regulator which is
support for ’facilitating’,
if not
argumentthat operator portability does
funded either directly from the State
mandating,
NP.
In
its
statement
provide consumerbenefits through the
budget or it is self-funding through
responding to submissions to its
enhancement which it gives to
licence
fees
levied
on the
September 1995 discussion
paper
competition. The significance of this is
telecommunications industry. Table 1
Regulation
of
Access
to
Vertically
that it reinforces the need to introduce
provides a snapshot of the ownershipand
Integrated Natural Monopolies, the
NP, rather than merelyfind waysto offset
control of the numbering plan of a
Governmentannouncedthat it wouldnot
the disadvantages of number changes.
number of countries (other than New
Providing NP is a pro-requisite for
effective competition in telecoms
markets.
TABLE1: Status of national numbering plan ownership and control
International trends in the
implementation
of NP
There is an international
trend
towards the introduction of NP, with
manycounU’ies taking steps towards its
implementation. NPis being introduced
in Australia, Finland, HongKong, UK
and USA.It is ~lso being considered by
the regulators in a numberof countries
including Canada, Japan, Netherlands,
Singapore and Sweden.Someof the most
significant and instructive features of
tl’ese countries’ experiencesare:
¯ the incumbent operators
have
acceptedthat operatorportability is a
necessary part of an effective
competitive environment, and have
been participants in the processes of
its implementation;
¯

given the acceptanceof the merits of
NP, the debate has not focussed on
the desirability of introducing NP,
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Country

Numberplan
administrator

Legalstatus

Relationshipto ] Howfunded

Australia

Austnl

Govt.dept.

Independent

Govt. budget

Finland

TAC

Govt. dept.

Independent

Govt. budget
dus number
allocation fees

Hong Kong

OFTA

Govt. dept.

Independent

Licencefees

Japan

V[PT

Govt.dept.

Independent

Govt. budget

Sweden

PTS

Govt.dept.

Independent

Licoricefees

UK

Oriel

Govt.dept.

USA*

Bellcore

Company

Govt. budget
Independent
Jointly-owned Fundedby the
by the RBOCs RBOCs

* The USnumberplan administrator is in the process of being changedto a
newentity whichis not closely identified with any particular industry segment
and which will be subject to FCCoversight.
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be taking any regulatory action in the
wake of the Privy Council decision on
interconnect pricing and wouldcontinue
to rely primarily uponcompetitionlaw to
achieve its objectives. However, the
Governmentadded that it was concerned
about slow progress
on number
portability negotiations between the
caniers, and a report had been requested
from Ministry of Commerce
officials on
optionsfor facilitating pert,ability.
Secondly, there is no independent
body charged with administration of the
numberingplan. NewZealand is the only
country in the world which runs a
competirive telecommunications market
and yet leaves the managementof the
national numberingplan in the hands of
one of the competitors - indeed, in the
hands of the incumbent Telecom New
Zealand.
When the market was
libe~lised, Teleeaminherited the ~ight to
manage those parts of the number
specU’umwhich were actually in use by
its customers, and took over the
respensibility of managingthe entire
national numbering plan. Bilateral
negotiations between Telecomand the
other carriers, particularly Clear and
BellSouth, were inadequate from the new
carriers’ perspective for negotiating fair
and equal allocation of numbersand in
December 1992 the New Zealand
Telecommunications
Numbering
Advisory
Group (NZTNAG) was
established.
NZTNAG has
representatives from Telecom, Clear,
BellSouth, Telstra, Sprint, TUANZ,
and
the Consumers’ Institute. NZTNAG
is
merelyan advisory group whichcan only
operate on the basis of consensus
betweenthe parties. It has no legal status.
The Ministry of Commerce chairs
NZTNAGmeetings and attempts to
reach consensus views at the meetings,
but does not have any independent power
over numbering decisions. Telecom
cannot be bound by any proposals
brought to NZTNAG
by any of the other
pa;des and is free to implementdecisions
on whichthe other parties disagree. In
such a case, the only avenue for other
operators is to seek redress under the
CommerceAct.
These distinguishing features of New
Zealand’s market do not affect the
desirability of introducing NPin New
Zealand nor detract from the benefits
which NPwill bring to the competitive
process and outcomes. However,they do
impact severely on the speed and way in
which NP is implemented in New
Zealand.
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Implementation of NP in
New Zealand
NPhas been under discussion in New
Zealand since 1991. As it presently
stands,
there is agreement on
implementing number portability for
freephone setwices, with implementation
anticipated in early 1997. Local number
portabilily has approval in theory, but
there is no timetable for implementation.
The progress has been prolonged and
unsatisfactory.
On 6 August 1996, a significant
development took place which, to some
extent, changes the debate about
implementing numberportability in New
Zealand, although it does not resolve the
crucial issues. At the ’Communications
’96’ conference in Auckland, a panel
session of the CEOsof NewZealand’s
four carriers (Telecom NewZealand,
Clear, BellSouth and Telstra) was held
and the issue of NP was raised.
Telecom’s CEODr Roderick Dean said,
at that session, that Telecomhad ’no
trouble’ with the idea of N-P, that it could
be available
using
interim
call-forwarding solutions within 6
months of the carriers agreeing on the
commercial parameters (my emphasis)
and that lechnically NPcan be done now
although Telecomcould not advance the
matter unless all parties sit downand talk
through pricing (my emphasis).
The significance of the commentsis
that they signal a changeof focus of the
the debate from the more philosophical
(the cost/benefits ofNPforNewZealand)
to the numbers (the commercial
arrangements).
However, the emphasis on the
’commercial parameters’ and ’talking
through pricing’ does not indicate how
those matters are to be resolved. The
present arrangement of NZTNAG
would
seemto makeit almost a triumphfor hope
over experience if the panics could
’agree’ the commercialparameters.
The consensus
approach
of
NZTNAG
cannot bring about agreement.
First, the corporateagendasof the parties
are so far apart. And it is not just
corporate agendas to be considered.
There is the wider public benefit of New
Zealand consumers, and which party at
NZTNAG
is pursuing that over and
above the corporate agendas? Secondly,
there is no mechanismfor making the
decisions, no fundamentalprinciples and

no mechanismsfor dispute resolution.
Thirdly, NZTNAG
is an uneven and
unbalanced organisation. The incumbent
is still in controland there is noincentive
to makeNPhappen. Of course, to be fair,
whilst that is unsatisfactory, it is also a
legitimate corporate position for
Telecom. In the absence of any
compelling factor to force Telecomto
provide NPon commercially acceptable
termsand conditions,it is neither legally,
morally nor commerciallyobliged to do
SO.

In the absence of a regulatory body,
and given that the industry in New
Zealand does not want a regulator, what
can be doneto progress the position? The
solution seemsto be to workwith what is
alreadythere, but strengthenit:
make NZTNAG
a legal body which
is independent of the carders and
ensure that no one pa~ty has greater
control in the decision-making
process than any other,
entrust the implementationof NPto
that body;
set up procedures whichdo not rely
on consensus for makingdecisions ;
set up dispute
resolution
mechanisms designed to avoid
drawn-outlitigation in the Courts;
maintain public governmental
support for the implementation of
NP.

CONCLUSION
There can be no real doubt that
progress in NPin NewZealand is being
delayed
by the absence of an
administrative body, independent of
the incumbent,
charged
with
responsibility for implementingNP. If
there is to be full and effective
competition
in New Zealand’s
de-regulated market, then efforts must
now be expended in establishing an
independent body with control over
numbering, decision-making procedures
for that body and dispute resolution
mechanisms.
Anne Hurley is a Principal Consultant,
Policy and Regulatory, with Ovum
Consulting Asia Pacific. The views
expressedin this article are her own.
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